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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Are you reimagining your manufacturing processes?

T

he heading for my Editor’s Comment in
the August 2019 issue of Castings SA was:
Don’t risk getting stuck in the ‘Iron Age’.
The heading and subsequent editorial was in
response to what I had seen at the GIFA/GMTN
2019 International Foundry Trade Fair exhibition
that took place in Düsseldorf, Germany at the
end of June 2019. It was also a subtle response
to utterings from a few South African foundrymen
prior to visiting the exhibition: It will be same old,
same old again. To a certain extent you cannot
question their thinking because for the previous
two decades there had not been any groundbreaking technology revealed, that would have an impact directly on the foundry
industry. Except for 3D printing.
When the exhibition had taken place previously in 2015 the explosion of
the technology had already started but had not made a significant impression
on the foundry industry, bar for a handful that were forward-thinking. At the
2015 exhibition I remember seeing for the first time the debut of a 3D printing
machine that the manufacturer was hoping would address the production needs
of the foundry industry. The 3D printing machine exhibited had been developed
and manufactured to support higher volumes and automation for the industrial
production environment. It must be noted that rapid prototyping and small batch
production was already in use in the industry and those early adopters were
being rewarded. However, this machine also represented a considerable evolution
in the manufacturer’s machine portfolio, as the new printer allowed customers
to engage with the sand printing. The machine was very impressive but at a
price of nearly one million euro, it was out of the reach of all of the South African
foundries and any manufacturing enterprise willing to service the South African
foundry market.
As we should all know by now the period subsequent to the 2015 exhibition
has been one of rapid change in terms of digital connectivity, Industry 4.0, IoT,
additive manufacturing/3D printing and the development of artificial intelligence
and machine learning. In fact, if you look back it has been a sprint and continues
to move forward at a rapid pace. The 2019 edition of GIFA/GMTN exhibition
demonstrated this and it added more to the scenario by bringing in the resources
and even bigger use of robotics in the manufacturing environment. I wrote that
the foundry industry must adopt or adapt to the new digital age technologies or
you risk getting stuck in the ‘Iron Age’.
This was emphasised when I attended a press conference and we were
hit with the statement: ‘Maturity of conventional technologies – the potential
to optimise Die-Casting is more or less exhausted’. This was a statement by
Jonathan Abbis, Managing Director at Bühler Die Casting in his presentation to
the media. As I explained at the time, you cannot take the statement in isolation
though but rather you have to take it in the broader context of what Abbis
was presenting about the future of die-casting and the technology that will be
associated with die-cast manufacturing. However, the statement applies across
all aspects of manufacturing and industry in general. Abbis’ point is crystal clear
though.
In my opinion those that did not attend the GIFA/GMTN 2019 exhibition are
the poorer for it especially if you take into account the quantum leaps that have
been made in this digital era. The forthcoming EMO Hannover 2019 promises
to offer similar technology gains. A must to see will be the VDW’s (German
Machine Tool Builders Association) presentation on umati - a standardised and
universal machine tool interface for data transfer to higher-level IT systems. It is a
prerequisite for industry 4.0 in production. More than
70 international manufacturers will connect more
than 100 machines and you will be able to discover
the benefits in a live situation.
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VIEW

POINT

And now, material freedom via
additive manufacturing

T

he low temperature intrinsic to
UAM has been widely used
solid-state printing processes
to build parts where the metal
allows manufacturers to weld
feedstock changes layer-by-layer,
layers of dissimilar metals without
allowing engineers to print gradient
fear of metallurgical incompatibility
metal laminates or transition joints
issues.
from one metal to another. In
The major selling point for
addition to printing dissimilar metals,
additive manufacturing has always
solid-state weld processes can
been freedom. The first revolution
enable embedding of non-metallics.
in 3D printing focused primarily
Early UAM research focused
on geometric freedom. Would you
on embedding sensors, such as
like parts with complex internal
fiber optic strain gauges, into a
channels? Then 3D print it. Have a
metal matrix to allow in situ health
need for an organic structure that
monitoring.
optimises strength versus weight?
In addition to sensors, UAM can
Fabrisonic and NASA 3D printed interplanetary heat
Then consider additive techniques.
be used to embed ceramic fibers into
exchangers
Customer demanding that every part
3D print metal matrix composites
be slightly different? Warm up the 3D printer.
(MMCs). Fabrisonic recently completed an MMC reinforcement
These unique capabilities have empowered engineers to
study printing high-strength Nextel ceramic fibers in specific
design parts that are lighter, more efficient and even cheaper.
locations throughout a 6061 aerospace aluminium test
At this point in time, leaders in the industry understand
geometry. Selective reinforcement works by incorporating
geometric freedom and how to leverage that freedom for
strong, stiff, and potentially heavy material where needed and
profit. As the rest of industry
using lighter, more ductile materials
becomes more enlightened, we
in areas of lower stress. The team
will see the broad application of
explored a variety of fiber sizes as
3D printing to allow fundamentally
feedstocks in the research process.
better geometric designs.
The study concluded that
But what is next on the leading
continuous ceramic fibers could
edge of additive manufacturing?
be integrated with minimal fiber
New 3D printing technologies
breakage due to the solid-state
based on solid-state bonding,
nature of the build process.
instead of fusion-based welding,
Further, tensile testing showed
present an opportunity to extend 3D
that strain could be transmitted
printing success into the freedom of
from the matrix to the high strength
material.
fibers at loads in excess of the yield
In fusion-based welding
strength of the surrounding matrix.
processes, mixtures of several
At the end of the programme,
metals in the molten state lead to
the team built two prototypes of
Fabrisonic and NASA 3D printed interplanetary heat
complex metallurgical interactions,
a complex loaded geometry. One
exchangers
such as hot cracking and
was unreinforced printed 6061
undesirable intermetallic compounds. The low temperature
aluminium. The second was wire reinforced 6061 aluminium.
intrinsic to solid-state printing processes allows welding
The monolithic 6061 part failed completely at 177 000 cycles.
layers of dissimilar metals without fear of metallurgical
The second plate, reinforced with fibers at a weight penalty
incompatibility issues.
of 9.4%, ran to 20 000 000 cycles before testing funds were
Ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM) is a hybrid 3D
exhausted.
metal printing technology that uses ultrasonic vibration
This data leads to clear applications in aerospace where
energy to weld similar and dissimilar metal foils together one
weight to performance is a key metric. 3D printed MMCs could
layer at a time. The process operates near room temperature
be used in high stress transition areas, such as bosses and
and does not use heat as the bonding mechanism. Instead,
mounts. They can also be leveraged as a crack arrestor as an
the ultrasonic vibrations of the process scrub and break off
alternative to products, such as GLARE. Material freedom will
surface oxides to bring metallic lattices intimately close, which,
allow future designers to tailor material properties at different
in turn, creates a metal-to-metal bond.
locations in a ‘single’ 3D printed part. That is exciting.
Written by Mark Norfolk - President & CEO, Fabrisonic
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Set new benchmarks with the
Bystronic 12kW fiber laser
Higher speed and an expanded cutting spectrum.

The new ByStar Fiber from Bystronic is a 12kW laser machine

T

he ByStar Fiber from Bystronic is being enhanced with
a 12kW laser and the new ‘BeamShaper’ function.
In addition, a newly designed cutting head ensures
consistent cutting quality up to a sheet thickness of 30mm.
To compete for cutting jobs, sheet metal workers need
to manufacture quickly, flexibly, and cost-effectively. The
best cost per cut part and short delivery times are decisive
for achieving good production utilisation. A laser cutting
system with its specific components must therefore enable
high processing speeds, a reliable cutting process, and low
maintenance costs. Those who position themselves this way
are awarded jobs and gradually increase productivity. That
builds the foundation for growth.
In order to optimally support sheet metal workers amid
growing competition, Bystronic is now launching the next
level of power in fiber laser cutting: The ByStar Fiber with
12kW. The high-end fiber laser represents precise Bystronic
technology, a stable cutting process up to the highest
laser power, and a broad spectrum of applications. It is an
enormous technological leap from the three to 10 kilowatt
levels, available up until now, to the new 12kW level.
With the 12 kilowatt laser, the ByStar Fiber’s cutting
speeds increase up to 20 per cent on average (when laser
cutting with nitrogen) compared to the previously available
10kW laser source. This increases productivity throughout the
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range of sheet thicknesses from 3mm to 30mm.
Stefan Sanson, Bystronic Product Manager for Laser
Cutting explains: “This laser power is of interest to companies
that want to achieve higher cutting speeds with material
thicknesses starting at 3mm in order to increase their
productivity per unit of time. The result is Swiss quality with
lower costs per part.”
New cutting head design for process stability
The cutting head is the core element for a stable cutting
process and constantly producing high quality components.
This applies all the more with increasing laser power, which
must be brought to the cutting material precisely and reliably.
To enable this, Bystronic has consistently continued to develop
the ByStar Fiber cutting head.
A slimmer design for the new cutting head increases
security in the cutting process. Bystronic is also reducing
the number of different components and accommodating
important technical functions in the interior of the cutting
head. This decreases the danger of collisions with protruding
cut parts. The new design also decreases maintenance and
operating costs because the integrated technology is better
protected from contamination occurring from cutting dust, for
example.
Optimal cooling in the cutting head ensures constantly


The ByStar Fiber from Bystronic is being enhanced with a 12kW laser
and the new ‘BeamShaper’ function

precise cutting performance, particularly for long-lasting
cutting operation with high laser power. Bystronic thus
protects the lenses and cutting nozzle from high thermal
stresses.
High cutting quality up to 30mm
For sheet metal workers who want to expand their job
volumes into the highest material thicknesses, Bystronic
has developed a further innovation. The new ‘BeamShaper’
function enables exceptional cutting quality for steel up to
a sheet thickness of 30mm. This function can be selected
with a new purchase of a 12kW ByStar Fiber or retrofitted at
a later date. ‘BeamShaper’ allows for an ideal adjustment of
the laser beam form to greater sheet thicknesses and variable
sheet metal qualities. In strengths of 20mm to 30mm, the
new function thus raises the quality of cutting edges and
increases the cutting speed by up to 20 per cent.

The new ‘BeamShaper’ function enables exceptional cutting quality
for steel up to a sheet thickness of 30mm

without a storage connection, to provide the laser cutting
system with raw sheet metal of differing strengths and
materials. In its basic version, ByTrans Cross has two loading
carriages that serve as material storage for stand-alone
utilisation.
ByTrans Cross becomes even more versatile during
cleanup, with the BySort sorting solution, which Bystronic
integrates as an add-on solution on request. Thus, users
have the option to clear away sorted, completed parts into
an attached storage area or to store them in an additional
unloading position next to the laser cutting system.
The latter supports the processing of large series, for
example, for which individual cut parts need to be sorted
separately according to job. A big advantage of BySort is
the repeated, precise storage of all parts in one location: A
task that is difficult to complete manually, particularly with
large cut parts. The parts, exactly positioned on a palette,
can be processed more easily during manual and automated
subsequent processes, as their location is precisely defined.
For further details contact Bystronic South Africa on
TEL: 010 410 0200 or visit www.bystronic.co.za

Automation optimises the material flow
In order to provide an optimal material flow to the high
speeds of laser cutting, Bystronic has a broad selection of
automation solutions available for the ByStar Fiber. The offer
includes loading and unloading
systems, sorting solutions,
and individually configurable
storage systems. Based upon
the existing manufacturing
environment and available
space, a seamlessly integrated
automated laser cutting
process is developed.
ByTrans Cross is the newest
loading and unloading solution
on offer from Bystronic. The
automation can be flexibly
adapted to changing order
situations and production
rhythms in the laser cutting.
Various utilisation scenarios
are possible.
As an automation bridge,
ByTrans Cross can be
integrated between a laser
cutting system and material
storage in order to direct the
material flow. ByTrans Cross
In order to provide an optimal material flow to the high speeds of laser cutting, Bystronic has a broad
can also be used equally well
selection of automation solutions available for the ByStar Fiber
as a stand-alone solution
METALWORKING NEWS V18.4 September 2019
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Afrit introduces more

advanced technology into their
manufacturing processes
Afrit have introduced a 24-axis Yaskawa Motoman gallow gantry welding system, a gantry that is designed to provide reliable and accurate
welding solutions for the production of very large components such as bins

S

outh Africa’s leading trailer and side tipper
manufacturer Afrit, has recently introduced the
latest equipment and processes available into their
manufacturing facility in Rosslyn, north of Pretoria, that will
see the company realise substantial efficiency improvements
and cost savings in their already technologically advanced
capabilities.
“Last year we began implementing a five-year plan that
has a vision to improve our production processes, quality and
flow within the whole manufacturing environment at Afrit,”
said Gerhard van der Walt, Continuous Improvement Manager
at Afrit.
“These were the main drivers of this investment

programme but it also became necessary for us to add
capacity because of the growth that the company has
experienced and to drive down production costs while at
the same time getting clarity about our manufacturing
performance,” added van der Walt.
“It’s one thing introducing and embracing high-end
technology but it will have little impact if your production
flows and data collection don’t meet the required standards.
We are very cognisant of the digital age that we live in and
the introduction of Industry 4.0 but that also becomes
irrelevant if you don’t have the equipment and processes
in place to seamlessly integrate with these manufacturing
systems,” explained van der Walt.

The two Yaskawa Motoman MH 2010 robots have a huge working area. The Z and Y
beam travel paths (horizontal and vertical servo axis) are up to 3m and 3.5m
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Introduction of a 24-axis Yaskawa Motoman
gallow gantry welding system
“A great example of this is the introduction
of a 24-axis Yaskawa Motoman gallow gantry
welding system, a gantry that is designed to
provide reliable and accurate welding solutions
for the production of very large components
such as our bins. The two Yaskawa Motoman MH
2010 robots have a huge working area. The Z
and Y beam travel paths (horizontal and vertical
servo axis) are up to 3m and 3.5m, the travel
length of the entire system is 24 metres and
the support pillars are more than three metres
high. We still refer to the system as a gantry
even though the robots move along adjustable
rails that are secured to the floor. As it is a
modular robotic welding system it allows the
robots to move along the bins and weld while the
two end manipulators will rotate the bins when
programmed to do so.”
“The two Yaskawa Motoman MH 2010 robots
have been fitted with cameras so as to monitor

and track the seam welding in real time.”

Delfoi Apexiz offline programming and simulation
solution
“Incorporated into the system is a Delfoi Apexiz offline
programming and simulation solution. Delfoi is a Finlandbased company developing, marketing and supporting
Industry 4.0 solutions worldwide and Apexiz is India based.”
“This software solution, which incorporates sensors and
the vision system, transmits the data via Wi-Fi and this then
allows the offline programming and simulation to take place
remotely. According to our mechatronic engineers there has
been significant benefits on the production side since the
introduction of the solution. Our bins are more consistent and
the repeatability of welding has improved significantly and
as a result, we now have more time improving welding and
other systems because of the time saved by not needing to do
manual programming and touch ups on the programming.”
“Features such as cloning, multi-layer, automatic axes
optimisation, vision system integration, templates and weld
databases allow us to increase productivity and we are sure
that programming time will be reduced even further as we get
more experienced.”
“Our engineers say that manual programming man work
hours have been reduced by 80% and programming time
reduced by 60%, from two weeks manual to four days offline,
and we have increased our output of eight bins a day to
between 16 and 20 bins a day.”
“This is real measurement of productivity increases, cost
reductions and quality improvements.”
“Because the Yaskawa Motoman robotic welding system
is modular in design we can process various size bins, as we
refer to them as, for our side tippers. There are 25 variants

The entire Yaskawa Motoman gallow gantry welding system is 24
metres long and the support pillars are more than three metres high

of these bins that we have to accommodate, which shows the
flexibility of the system.”
New factory
“Before we installed our other new metal processing
equipment, we had to construct a new 12 500m² under
roof factory to house the new equipment and also to allow
us to move existing equipment into it to optimise the flow of
processing material and the resultant processed components.
The growth of Afrit has been impressive in recent years and
as a result the planning of the manufacturing facilities has 

The two Yaskawa Motoman MH 2010 robots have been fitted with
cameras so as to monitor and track the seam welding in real time.
Incorporated into the system is a Delfoi Apexiz offline programming
and simulation solution. This software solution, which incorporates
sensors and the vision system, transmits the data via Wi-Fi and this
then allows the offline programming and simulation to take place
remotely

The new BLM E-Turn 40 all-electric tube bender that can bend a
variety of tube configurations including round, square, rectangular,
flat-sided, oval and elliptical

The new BLM LT 8.10 tube fiber laser. The fully automated 3D tube
laser cutter will help Afrit to optimise their production processes in
this department
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Gerhard van der Walt, Continuous Improvement Manager at Afrit

been a bit haphazard. During this growth period the company
acquired three extra buildings adjacent to the original
manufacturing building and together they now comprise about
45 000m² under roof. We now refer to the area as Afritville.”
“This new building links with one of the others and right
now we are moving all our sheet metal and pipe processing
equipment from these other buildings into the new one so
that the complementing processes are kept in one area. This
includes moving our six Bystronic flatbed lasers.”
NitraLife nitrogen filtration system
“As two of them are fiber lasers we have also taken the
opportunity to pair them with nitrogen-producing generators
from NitraLife. The Nitracut nitrogen filtration system filters
nitrogen out of compressed air and the high quality nitrogen
gas manufactured provides laser cutting machines with pure
laser-cutting-quality nitrogen assist gas. The biggest reason
behind buying the NitraLife system was the cost benefit
behind the system. The break even period is short and the
cost saving is big.”
New BLM LT 8.10 tube fiber laser
“A welcome addition to our machine pool in the new
factory is a BLM LT 8.10 tube fiber laser. This fully automated
3D tube laser cutter is helping to optimise our production
processes. For example, the smart software ensures that the
machine can be controlled directly from the engineer’s desk
so that no more error-sensitive manual operations need to be
performed. Fixed predefined control points help achieve an
efficient and virtually error-free production process.”
“The possibility of 3D cutting utilising a fiber laser source
followed a path that included the development of a new ‘Tube
Cutter’ focusing head, designed for the 3D cutting of tube. The
new BLM LT 8.10 is able to cut tubes with diameters from 10
and 240mm with a weight up to 40kg/m and also processes
round, square, triangular, I-beam and other special shapes.”
“This important expansion in capabilities meets the needs
of the 3D machining that is particularly required in larger and
thicker tubes that require bevels or weld preps.”
“Previously our tube work was done on one of our flatbed
lasers, which was very time consuming, not because the
machine was slow but because of the extra setups that
needed to take place. The BLM LT 8.10 tube fiber laser
is dedicated to tube cutting and it has now allowed us to
increase the variety of cutting processes carried out on our 

The new BLM LT 8.10 is able to cut tubes with diameters from 10
and 240mm with a weight up to 40kg/m. The machine is setup to
load up to four tons of tube up to 8.5m in length that is then fed
automatically into the cutting process

tubes.”
“The machine capabilities allow us to manually load
various sections on one side of the machine and on the other
side it is setup to load up to four tons of tube up to 8.5m in
length that is then fed automatically into the cutting process.”
“More importantly it has freed up one of our Bystronic
flatbed lasers so we now have spare capacity in this
department while at the same time we have increased our
quality and versatility.”
“We have also installed the nitrogen-producing Nitracut

The machine capabilities allow Afrit to manually load various
sections on one side of the machine

nitrogen generator from NitraLife on this machine.”
BLM E-Turn 40 all-electric tube bender
“We have also invested in a BLM E-Turn 40 all-electric
tube bender that can bend a variety of tube configurations
including round, square, rectangular, flat-sided, oval and
elliptical. Tube, with an OD between 6mm and 40mm, can
now be automatically loaded, bent and unloaded.”
“Precise control of its 15-axis movements that include
left and right-hand bends is done via the VGP3D software



and minimises operator involvement. The software also
permits off-line programming for high degrees of both
automation and production planning.”
“The accuracy and repeatability of these two
machines was an important consideration for us.
However, this has resulted in additional benefits such as
reduced setup times, cost reductions per component and
enhanced production capabilities in the next step, which
is robotic welding of the components processed. The
welding jig is now not put under pressure because of the
variances in the components that we used to get.”

Tube that has been processed on the new BLM LT 8.10 tube fiber laser

Design
“It also allows us to have a different approach to
designing our tube components, of which we have 2 293
different variations just of the tube components that we
process. Our 23 engineers in our R&D department are
all trained on PTC’s CREO 3D product design software
and they are delighted with the new developments in the
processing departments.”
Bystronic Xpert 500/5100 press brake
“We have also installed our largest press brake
that the company has invested in - a Bystronic Xpert
500/5100. The machine has a force of 500 tons, a
bending length of 5 100mm and a throat of 500mm.
It joins the other seven machines in the bending
department and they have all been moved and installed
in the new building.”
“Again, this investment was because we needed the
extra capacity and with the latest technology you make
other significant gains.”

The machine capabilities allow Afrit to manually load various
sections on one side of the machine
Afrit have also installed their largest press brake that the company has
invested in - a Bystronic Xpert 500/5100. The machine has a force of 500
tons, a bending length of 5 100mm and a throat of 500mm

Afrit have installed the nitrogen-producing Nitracut nitrogen generator
from NitraLife on the new BLM LT 8.10 tube fiber laser
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Clarity about our manufacturing and process
performance
“As I said in the beginning it is also important to
us to get clarity about our manufacturing and process
performance. We have researched various systems and
we have now installed wireless machine monitoring
system. Plug-and-play wireless kits were added to
existing signal towers to monitor the status and output
of machines, equipment and manual workstations. This
data is transmitted wirelessly to a receiver connected to
an SQL database. The software then compiles the data to
produce simple visuals and comprehensive reports at the
touch of a button.”
“This is all done via Wi-Fi and we are now able
to monitor and measure our production processes in
real time and make the adjustments where necessary.
Visually you can improve your efficiencies, a must for any
manufacturing company.”
“There are still plenty of changes to make but we
have a five-year plan. We are one of the leading trailer
manufacturers in South Africa with over 50 years of
experience. The South African road transport industry
has seen an increased demand for trailers and we (Afrit)
therefore have to invest in highly sophisticated and
advanced technology and streamline our processes to
keep up with the industry.”
“All of this investment is gearing up to expected
company growth, which will require increasing our staff
complement, increasing efficiencies and quality and
reducing manufacturing costs,” concluded van der Walt.
For further details contact Afrit on TEL 012 541 2123
or visit www.afrit.co.za

TH Machine Tools

appointed agents for Hurco

H

urco Europe Ltd
“This is a big
have announced
opportunity for THMT.
that they have
We have been marketing
appointed TH Machine
an entry level range
Tools cc as their exclusive
of CNC machines and
agents for sales and
now that we are able
service of Hurco CNC
to add the full range of
machining centers and
high-performance Hurco
turning centers in South
machines to our product
Africa from the 1st
portfolio, it will give us an
October 2019.
entry into markets that we
TH Machine Tools
were limited in servicing
(THMT) is a family-owned
previously. The end
South African company
markets for the company’s
established in 1999 by
products consist primarily
founder Theron Hugo. The
of independent job
company specialises in
shops and short-run
the sales and service of
manufacturing operations
new and used CNC and
within large corporations,”
manual machine tools.
explained Nico Hugo,
Nico and Christo Hugo from TH Machine Tools with Christo Moolman of
Hurco Europe has
General Manager of THMT.
Hurco
had a presence in South
“Hurco’s customers
Africa since 2006 and now have over 150 machines operating
have historically provided components and services within the
in engineering companies throughout the country. Based in
automotive, aerospace, medical equipment, energy, injection
Benoni, Gauteng for the last 11 years Hurco South Africa have
tool and moulding, transportation, computer equipment and
had an informal relationship with THMT since 2015 with THMT
general engineering industries,” continued Hugo.
marketing a limited range of the Hurco CNC machine tools.
“Whether you call it a milling machine, a machining or
“Going forward Hurco Europe have decided to operate
turning center, or a machine tool, Hurco has the right CNC
on an agent basis and THMT were the logical choice as our
equipment to make your business more profitable. From
exclusive agent as they have been involved with selling and
3-axis and 5-axis machining centers, plus multi-axis machining
promoting our Hurco machines for the last couple of years.
centers and lathes, CNC universal/rotational load machine
They have been receiving Hurco specific technical training
tools to large format milling centers Hurco have a machine
over the last few months as well. The training was on the full
that will suit your machining needs.”
range of Hurco machines as well as the company’s WinMax 5,
“Hurco’s flagship VMX line is the workhorse of 3-axis CNC
a user-friendly conversational/NC control, which is recognised
machining centers. Then there is the VMi range, the higher
in the industry for its ease-of-use for shop floor programming,”
performance VMXi range, the dual column BXi and DCXi
said Christo Moolman, Hurco’s Regional Manager.
ranges and full simultaneous 5-axis machines.”
“These service technicians and application engineers that
“But they don’t stop at milling. They have worked diligently
THMT employs are currently going through further training so
to ensure that their CNC turning centers are up to par with
that they will be up to speed with the full Hurco range on all
their mills. The TMX, TMM, and TM lines include a range of
matters relating to installation, service and maintenance. On
CNC turning centers with chuck sizes up to 455mm and mill
the sales side Kobus Snyman will team up with THMT’s sales
turn machines that support the ‘done in one’ philosophy (all
department and continue in his role of marketing the Hurco
machining processes are done on one machine). Whether you
machines,” continued Moolman.
are turning, milling, doing 2D parts or 3D parts, Hurco CNC

Last year Hurco celebrated 50 years in business
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Hurco’s WinMax 5, a user-friendly conversational/NC control



machine tools, equipped with their integrated control, let you
get down to the business of making chips.”
Before establishing TH Machine Tools Theron Hugo,
an engineering technician, started a business to upgrade,
automate and rebuild various special purpose machines.
Using his expertise Theron Hugo then also started designing
and building new purpose-built machines. He then founded
TH Machine Tools and the company has since expanded its
portfolio to include used, reconditioned and new fabrication,
manufacturing and engineering
machines,
including press
brakes, guillotines,
plate rolls, metal
workers, lathes,
milling machines,
drilling machines,
bandsaws, CNC
fiber laser cutters,
CNC plasma
cutters and now
the Hurco CNC
machining centers
and CNC turning
centers.
From a oneman operation
THMT now employs
30 staff, which
includes Theron’s
brother Christo as
Managing Director
and Theron’s
son Nico Hugo.
The company
operates from a
2 000m² facility
in Hartbeespoort
that includes a
large machine
showroom,
overhead cranes
with loading bay,
spares and tooling
storage, stripping
and assembly
areas, engineering
shop, toolroom,
boiler shop, spray
booth and offices.
Hurco Europe
is the European
operation of
New York Stock
Exchange listed
Hurco Companies,
Inc., an industrial
technology
company that
designs and
produces
interactive
computer controls,
software and
computerised
machine tool
systems for the

worldwide metal cutting and metal forming industry.
The company is headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana
and has sales, application engineering and service
subsidiaries in High Wycombe - England, Munich - Germany,
Paris - France, Milan - Italy and Singapore, along with
manufacturing operations in Taiwan.
For further details contact TH Machine Tools on
TEL: 012 259 1375/0122 or visit www.thmachinetools.co.za
or www.hurco.com
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Africa Wire, Cable & Tube 2019
conference taking shape
The first major gathering designed to boost wire and cable trade
and productivity across Africa.

A

s international interest in African development
continues to grow, the inaugural CRU Africa Wire, Cable
& Tube Conference is perfectly timed to address the
opportunities for companies looking to boost their business
with clients and partners in the African wire and cable
industries.
The inaugural Africa Wire, Cable & Tube Conference,
co-organised and hosted by CRU and The Southern AfricanGerman Chamber of Commerce and Industry (AHK), will be
held on 11 to 13 November 2019 in Johannesburg, South
Africa. This unique partnership is the basis for creating an
event in which the international wire, cable, tube and pipe
supply chain can meet and establish new trade partnerships
with key African stakeholders.
The conference will offer delegates a broad
understanding of the major global trends across the wire and
cable and tube and pipe industries, and how these are being
evidenced across Africa. CRU’s market experts will provide
insights into the economic outlook and risks to industrial
growth.
Discussions at the conference will explore the main
trends impacting the global steel, copper and aluminium
wire, cable and tube products and what this means for Africa.
Delegates will also be brought up-to-date on the expected
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consumption trends within Africa for these products in
mining, utilities, oil and gas, construction and infrastructure.
The agenda will also offer a day of technical showcases,
with industry experts exploring the latest global technological
advances in wire and cable, tube and pipe manufacturing,
and how this can be applied to African operations.
wire and Tube Düsseldorf, the world’s largest trade
shows in this field, are lead sponsors of this important new
conference. Many other international companies have also
confirmed their participation in the conference and exhibition
including Aurubis, Clobbi, International Wire and Machinery
Association, Macotech Services, Maysky Stainless Steel,
SGS, Sikora and Wire Products Stainless Steel Production.
Companies registered to attend already include Niehoff,
Rosendahl Nexrom, Kazakhmys and Richards Apex.
On Monday 11 November 2019 a site visit to the Robor
Steel Tube and Pipe manufacturing plant will take place. The
conference topics have been finalsed and the speakers list
will be released at a later stage.
The inaugural Africa Wire, Cable & Tube Conference will
be held on 11 to 13 November 2019 at the Emperors Palace,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Please visit http://bit.ly/2K9VWvD for more details
and to book your place.

Somta Tools flies South African flag
at EMO Hannover 2019

This year marks the 11th time that KwaZulu-Natal-based Somta Tools will participate
at the international metalworking exhibition.

S

omta Tools will once again be flying the South African
flag by exhibiting at the internationally renowned EMO
exhibition, which is taking place from 16 to 21 September
2019 in Hannover, Germany. EMO Hannover is the world’s
premier trade fair for the metalworking sector, bringing together
manufacturers and users from many countries.
Somta Tools, the only company from South Africa exhibiting,
extends a warm invitation to all visitors to the exhibition to
visit the Somta team in Hall 4 Stand G62. You will have the
opportunity to be introduced to Somta’s full range of products,
as well as some of the company’s new and innovative tooling.
The last two years have been a watershed period for the
62-year-old Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal-based company
Somta Tools, with Japanese cutting tool manufacturer OSG
Corporation acquiring a majority stake holding in the company.
Somta Tools has been exhibiting at the EMO exhibition since
1983 and this year it will continue to have its own individual
stand. However, this year Somta Tools will be located alongside
parent OSG Corporation, as well as their other sister companies
Wexo, SMOC Industries and Vischer & Bolli making up a
combined area of 396m².
The emphasis on the Somta Tools stand will be on its HSS

tooling including its new straight shank oil tube chipbreaker
drill ranges. The company’s range of solid carbide products
will also be on display, especially the solid carbide end mills
for aluminium which have been improved to include a high
polish that not only gives it a much better finish, but also a
better performance. Also on display will be other straight shank
drills, morse taper shank drills, reamers, countersinks and
counterbores, shank cutters and threading tools.
The company exhibited with OSG Russia in 2018 at the
Metalloobrabotka exhibition in Russia as well as with OSG
Turkey in 2018 at the Maktek Eurasia in Turkey and demand for
Somta’s HSS products was high. Somta expects to receive the
same amount of attention for its products at EMO 2019.
Manning the stand will be Allan Conolly (Managing
Director), Shaun Roopnarain (International Sales Manager),
Raj Reddy and Neven Reddy (both international sales). Also
attending is Graeme Holmes, Somta’s Operational Director,
who will be identifying the technology Somta Tools requires
to continue its journey toward seamless manufacturing
processes.
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za
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Trumpf open
dedicated showroom
in South Africa

High-tech German family-owned company the Trumpf Group, with its head office in Ditzingen near Stuttgart and one of the world’s biggest
manufacturers of machine tools has recently opened a dedicated showroom at the premises of its long-term South African representative
Retecon Machine Tools

H

igh-tech German family-owned company the Trumpf
Group, with its head office in Ditzingen near Stuttgart
and one of the world’s biggest manufacturers of
machine tools has recently opened a dedicated showroom
at the premises of its long-term South African representative
Retecon Machine Tools.
“Trumpf’s mission is to further develop production
technology and shape it to be efficient, precise, futureproof, and networked. As a market and technology leader in
machine tools and lasers for industrial manufacturing Trumpf
works with innovations in almost every sector. Software
solutions pave the way to the Smart Factory, enabling
companies to implement high-tech processes in industrial
electronics. Around 13 400 employees around the globe
represent the achievements and philosophy of the family
company Trumpf,” said Philipp Zwirner, International Sales
Manager at Trumpf responsible for Africa and the Middle East
while he was out for the official opening of the showroom in
July 2019.
“In these fast-changing times of digital connectivity in the
manufacturing industry a fabricator still wants to see how
and what he is going to spend his money on. We now have a
dedicated facility where we can showcase what our machines
are capable of, in the 38 years that we have been associated

with Retecon Machine Tools,” added Zwirner.
“Besides the investment implications a fabricator wants to
be able to be reassured that his components can actually be
produced on our equipment before he actually commits. The
dedicated showroom will house a fiber laser, a press brake
and marking equipment all as though they are in a working
environment to cover the complete process chain in sheet
metal production,” continued Zwirner.
“In future a fabricator can supply a file and we will show
them the production processes on our equipment. We will
feed that into our software, finalise the part modelling and
then have the job order, work instructions, nesting, material
requisition, scheduling, and get it ready for production, all
automatically done with that original input of data.”
“When it’s ready to hit the production floor, the customer
can keep tabs on the manufacture of his component or
components in a real live situation while at the same time
discuss what might be the best way to fabricate a particular
component.”
“This is all because we now have dedicated machines
and Retecon engineers on hand in a showroom that actually
constitutes a working environment.”
“We have also made provision for our customers’
machine operators to have on-the-job technical training in all

“In these fast-changing times of digital connectivity in the manufacturing
industry a fabricator still wants to see how and what he is going to spend his
money on. We now have a dedicated facility where we can showcase what
our machines are capable of, in the 38 years that we have been associated
with Retecon Machine Tools.”
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The new dedicated showroom is regarded as a technology centre for
Trumpf products and processes. The showroom includes one of
Trumpf’s latest fiber lasers

aspects of these machines and we are also equipped to run
application seminars, again in a live situation.”
Technology centre
“Ultimately we regard the new showroom as a technology
centre for Trumpf products and processes. A customer will be
able to run tests on the machines as well as have one-on-one
discussions to formulate a solution to suit the customer’s
needs,” said Graham Rome of Retecon Machine Tools.
“We have direct links to the Trumpf engineers in Germany
who will provide the latest technology in an instant. While the
capital equipment investment cycle for metal fabricators is
much shorter in Europe, where those companies have been
early adopters of automation, when compared to our South

The showroom also includes a Trumpf press brake. All machines are
setup as though they are in a working environment and customers
will be able to experience the complete process chain in sheet metal
production

African companies, we want to be able to show them how the
latest technology will benefit their businesses without having
to make an expensive trip to Europe.”
“It is a win-win situation for the South African fabrication
industry and it reveals how serious Trumpf regards the South
African market.”
With more than 70 operative subsidiaries and 30 sales
representatives, the Trumpf Group is represented in all
important markets worldwide. Its production facilities are
based in China, Germany, France, the UK, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, Austria, Poland, Switzerland, the Czech Republic and
the US.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Gem Tool incorporated into BMG

T

he Engineering Solutions Group (ESG) of Invicta Holdings
Limited, has incorporated Gem Tool - previously part of
the Mandirk Group - into its engineering consumables
division, BMG.
This development - effective 1 June 2019 - is a positive
move for both companies and for the tools and equipment
business, which will benefit from the combined services of two
streamlined organisations.
“As part of this re-structure programme, all Gem Tool
customer and supplier trading activities will be integrated
into BMG in Pretoria,” says Wynton Robinson, National Sales
Manager at the Mandirk Group. “The Gem Tool team is excited
to now be part of BMG. We are confident that with access
to BMG’s central support functions, including engineering,
technical expertise and manufacturing skills, we can further
improve our service to our loyal customer base.”
“Apart from the new customers and markets that will
now be leveraged through BMG, we will continue to roll-out
our quality product offering through BMG Pretoria, thereby
enhancing sales and creating new opportunities for both
companies. Gem Tool products will be distributed by the

three BMG Pretoria branches, based in Pretoria East, Pretoria
West and Rosslyn. This will enable quick turnaround times
on orders, closer customer relationships and broader product
ranges. Customers will be able to obtain all the brands and
articles that they have always associated with and procured
from Gem Tool.”
The Gem Tool product range and associated technical
expertise are a natural contribution to the BMG offering.
Complementary products include specialised tools and
testers, lifting equipment and certification, welding
consumables, PPE, specialised locks and lockout devices,
machine tools for workshops and associated blading, cutting
and grinding tips. The Gem Tool sales team will also transition
into BMG Pretoria to ensure continuity for customers.
All Gem Tool products will continue to be sourced
according to stringent quality and safety standards, as
required by customers in diverse industries, including mining
and quarrying, manufacturing, agriculture, marine and offshore services, as well as general engineering.
For further information contact BMG on
TEL: 012 327 2046 or visit www.bmgworld.net
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Akhani 3D commercial additive
manufacturing service bureau
launched by local experts
Company offers a turnkey AM production service including design,
optimisation and finishing.

Hailing from far ranging industries and disciplines from mining to mountain bikes, Akhani 3D’s clients include Pyga, who build a world renowned
range of bespoke trail bikes. Akhani 3D have also played an instrumental role in honing the design of their premier Slakline enduro bike,
reducing its weight while building frame strength and durability

“A

khani 3D, a newly established venture between Rapid
3D and Kemtek, has been created to meet the rising
demand from within the manufacturing sector for a
turnkey AM (Additive manufacturing/3D printing) production
service that translates ideas into objects as efficiently as
possible,” said Akhani 3D Managing Director David Bullock.
“We are leveraging 15 years of experience in an industry
that has seen notable shifts recently. AM is no longer a trend
on its way into the mainstream, it’s a serious global business.
With new innovations reaching the market constantly, it’s
a challenging world to navigate. AM machines are getting
faster, design tools smarter and the portfolios of materials
and finishes ever more suited to industrial applications.
Some of the world’s largest companies are making increased
investments in AM, with GE, HP, BASF and Siemens all vying
for position,” continued Bullock.
“Additive manufacturing has side-stepped age-old
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design, tooling and production problems more effortlessly
than anyone a decade ago thought imaginable. The ability
to consider a component holistically and design specifically
to purpose is changing the nature of the $12 trillion
manufacturing sector, shortening supply chains, spearheading
innovation and significantly reducing time to market,” stated
Bullock.
“The promise of full serial production is drawing ever
closer, with the industry driven towards the holy grail of
delivering high volumes of reliable product at lower costs than
traditional processes.”
“Rapid 3D launched when 3D printing was in its infancy,
not just in South Africa, but globally. It’s an industry that has
progressed at a staggering rate, and through the years we’ve
filtered out the noise to pinpoint the processes that deliver
real value,” explained Bullock.
“Kemtek Imaging Systems is a specialist supplier of


leading internationally renowned brands to the commercial
print, industrial print, 3D print/additive manufacturing,
auto identification, barcoding and labelling industries in
sub-Saharan Africa.”
“Akhani is taken from the Zulu word meaning ‘to make’.
Under the vision of ‘Make Possible’, the goal at Akhani 3D
is to unlock value through product innovation.”
“Akhani 3D has been established for two reasons.
The first is the growing demand among our clients for
cutting-edge manufacturing technologies that speed up
their research and development workflows. The second is
recognising that the AM industry has reached a level of
maturity where the costs, quality and time factors have
converged to make scaling production feasible,” said
Pauline Bullock, Akhani 3D’s Director of Operations.
“Akhani 3D’s expert team will provide traditional
manufacturers with access to industry-leading additive
manufacturing production processes that deliver a clear
competitive advantage,” continued Pauline Bullock.
“We have recently added the EOS M290, what we
believe is the industry benchmark in the industrial 3D
printing of metal parts, to our arsenal of 3D machines.
With a building volume of 250 x 250 x 325mm, the EOS
M 290 is ideal for manufacturing highly complex DMLS
components from aluminium and steel in a range of quality
grades, the investment has unlocked new possibilities for
Akhani 3D’s clients, as the EOS M 290 allows for a fast,
flexible and cost-effective production of metal parts directly
from CAD data,” said Pauline Bullock.
“Hailing from far ranging industries and disciplines from
mining to mountain bikes, Akhani 3D’s clients include Pyga,
who build a world renowned range of bespoke trail bikes.
Akhani 3D have also played an instrumental role in honing
the design of their premier Slakline enduro bike, reducing
its weight while building frame strength and durability.”
“For Raptor Rescue, Akhani 3D built solar powered GPS
units to track and monitor birds of prey, providing their
team with the ability to quickly to respond to poisoning
sites to save critically endangered vulture species.”
“As technologies have advanced, components have
moved beyond the arena of R&D and on to the production
line. Consider the aerospace industry. Subject to some
of the world’s most stringent performance standards,
the ability to develop high performance, lightweight
components individually has had far ranging implications in
both commercial and military applications. With the rise of
additive manufacturing, Boeing has completely overhauled
its engineering model, developing a new design approach
that considers every mechanical element individually,
managed by a single design engineer.”
“A similar revolution is currently underway in
the medical field, where high tensile, flexible and
biocompatible substrates are transforming surgical
implants, dentistry, prosthetics and countless other
applications.”
Turnkey AM production service
Akhani 3D will be offering a turnkey AM production
service that includes design, optimisation and finishing.
The company also offers Stereolithography (SLA/DLP);
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS); Fused Filament Fabrication
(FFF); Composite (FFF); ColorJet Printing (CJP); MultiJet
Printing (MJP) and Direct Metal Printing (DMP/DMLS), as
well as a full finishing and colouring workflow.
For further details contact Akhani 3D on
TEL: 033 330 2936 or visit www.akhani3d.com

LRS helps two patients in Israel
A medical first in Israel: 3D printed ankle-bone implants allow two women
to walk freely again.
South African companies LRS Implants and Executive Engineering
involved in design and manufacturing of implants.

T

wo Israeli women who were told they’d
Scan data of both the patient’s ankles
never have full ankle movement again
to stereolithography (STL) files, and
following accidents they each suffered
then mirroring the healthy contra-lateral
are the first Israeli recipients of 3D printed
talus. This model was then checked
ankle bones that will allow them to move
and adjustments made where required.
freely. Thanks to 3D printing and medical
The final taluses were 3D printed out of
technology, as well as leading doctors from
medical grade titanium (Ti6Al4V) and given
the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
a ceramic surface treatment. One talus
and Traumatology at Beilinson Hospital
was fused to the calcaneus,” explained
in Petah Tikva (also known as the Rabin
Campbell.
Medical Center), the two women, one of
“Last year we partnered with Executive
them a teen, underwent the country’s first
Engineering so that we could have our 3D
(and second) talus replacement through 3D
printing done locally. Executive Engineering
printing surgeries. Before this revolutionary
invested in a new EOS M 290 metal
technology, those who had severe
sintering machine, supplied by Rapid 3D.
ankle accidents could remain virtually
The EOS M 290 is based on the DMLS
immobilised for life.
(Direct Metal Laser Sintering) 3D printing
“When the talus, the main connector
technology developed by EOS. This 3D
between the foot and leg, is destroyed
printing technique uses a fiber laser to
Cape Town-based LRS Implants designed
and ankle fusion surgery is performed,
melt and fuse fine metal powder. Layer
and manufactured the two custom total
this eliminates motion. Without the 3D
after layer the 3D object is built. This 3D
taluses for the treatment of the two
technology, the only other option would
printing method allows us to create 3D
trauma cases on their Custom Implant
Solutions (CiS) platform
have been to fuse their ankle and they
printed products with complex geometries
wouldn’t have been able to move their ankle
including elements such as freeform
properly,” Dr. Alon Burg, who co-heads Beilinson’s Foot and
surfaces, deep slots. More importantly, it allows us to create
Ankle Service, told NoCamels in a recent article.
“mesh” like surfaces that mimic the structure and porosity of
Cape Town-based LRS Implants designed and
bone. This encourages bone in-growth into the implant and
manufactured the two custom total taluses for the treatment
greatly increases implant fixation.”
of the two trauma cases. Both cases were performed in order
“The 3D printed ankle-bone implants will give the two
to avoid an arthrodesis (fusion) of the ankle following trauma
Israeli patients the ability to walk painlessly and without
to the patients.
limitations in ankle flexibility and mobility.”
“This was the first time such a procedure has been
LRS has five years of experience of producing total talus
performed in Israel, and 25 orthopaedic surgeons from
replacements. The company is indicated for unreconstructible
around the country were present to witness the operation,”
trauma, infiltrative tumours, or post collapse AVN.
said Neil Campbell of LRS Implants.
For further details contact LRS Implants on
“The surgery was performed by Dr. Alon Burg (Rabin
TEL: 021 510 3106 or visit www.lrsimplants.com
Medical Centre
Orthopaedic
Department) and Dr.
Graham McCollum
(University of Cape
Town Orthopaedic
Department, Groote
Schuur). Dr McCollum
travelled to Israel to
share his experience
of this procedure,”
continued Campbell.
“The total taluses
were designed
on our Custom
Implant Solutions
The final taluses were 3D printed out of medical grade titanium
(CiS) platform, by
(Ti6Al4V) and given a ceramic surface treatment. Executive
converting the CT
The full bone assembly
Engineering manufactured the implants
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Leuze electronic appoints

Technological Environmental Project
Managers as their distributors

S

witching and measuring sensors manufacturer Leuze
electronic has appointed Technological Environmental
Project Managers as their distributors in South Africa to
market their range of optical sensor products that also include
identification, image processing, data transmission/control and
safety at work products.
“Walk into any engineering company that is processing
sheet metal or plate on lasers, press brakes, plasmas and
waterjet cutting machines and you should see a Leuze
electronics access guarding product surrounding the machine
so as to prevent human intervention while the machine is
operating. Their multiple light beam safety devices are a
motion detector that will provide protection to both man and
machine in a working environment,” explained Richard Purser
of Technological Environmental Project Managers.
“Whilst Leuze electronic’s product range is very broad,
they are one of the world’s innovation
leaders in optical sensors and are
internationally known as a leading
manufacturer and solution provider in
electrical automation. Its main focus is on
the areas of intralogistics, the packaging
industry, conveyor and storage systems,
handling/mounting technology machine
tools and the automotive industry. The
product range includes switching and
measuring sensors, identification systems,
solutions for image processing and data
transmission and also occupational safety
components and systems,” continued
Purser.
“Founded in 1963, the company,
with headquarters in Owen (Germany),
possesses specific application know-how as
well as comprehensive industry knowledge.
More than 1 200 employees at 22 locations
are involved in development, production,
sales and service - supported by more
than 40 sales partners around the world.
Innovative product developments, tailormade complete solutions and an extensive
range of services stand for the ‘Smart
Sensor Business 4.0’ at Leuze electronic.”
Machine tool monitoring
“The company has been supplying
machine builders in numerous industries
with solutions for monitoring. An example
of this is the recently launched LCAM 408i
industrial IP camera that is predestined
for monitoring the production processes
of machine tools. The LCAM 408i is a new,
robust smart camera that has an IP65/67
anodised metal housing and easy-to-clean
glass pane. The new design stands out
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Leuze has been supplying machine builders in
numerous industries with solutions for monitoring.
An example of this is the recently launched LCAM
408i industrial IP camera that is predestined
for monitoring the production processes
of machine tools

above all in use with cooling lubricant and opens
new possibilities in process monitoring. The
resolution of the 5-megapixel IP camera and
the Gigabit Ethernet interface offer high image
quality and provide insight into the processing
centre even under harsh operating conditions.
Via the M12 connections and 24V voltage supply,
the LCAM 408i can easily be integrated in the
machine control. Configuration is performed using
a standard browser or directly from the control
panel. Additional software is not required and the
possibility for optics cleaning via compressed air
connection is also available.”
AGV navigation of mobile robots
“Development, production and sales of
sensors for industrial automation is high on
the agenda at Leuze electronic. An area where
they show their competence is in the area of
AGV navigation, a trend that is expanding in the
metalworking industry with the use of robots in
machine tool tending applications and automation
of complete assembly processes. The sensor


systems used in the automated guided
vehicles present endless possibilities.”
“They are also very much involved
in Industry 4.0 smart sensor solutions
that provide condition monitoring and
global accessibility with the use of
augmented reality data glasses. You
can also add innovative predictive
maintenance solutions that can
now eliminate unplanned downtime,
increase system availability, and
proactively schedule maintenance, all
notions that are very much behind the
Industry 4.0 concept.”
“Technological Environmental
Project Managers has project managed
and delivered many large projects
within South Africa, all of them focused
on process flow and cost effectiveness.
Some of the companies that we deal
An area where Leuze electronic show their competence is in the area of AGV navigation, a
with include BMW, Ford, Mercedestrend that is expanding in the metalworking industry with the use of robots in machine tool
Benz, Borbet, Hulamin, VWSA, the Zimco
tending applications and automation of complete assembly processes
Group, PPC and Johnson Matthey.”
automation and process efficiency.”
“With the experience gained with
For further details contact Technological Environmental
these clients and industries and knowing their needs, we
Project Managers on TEL: 21 701 2492 or
are excited to be able to offer the Leuze product to the
visit www.tepm.com
broad spectrum of industry in South Africa and help drive

Local suppliers get together

to showcase their latest innovations
and technology for metalworking in
September 2019

N

ine leading suppliers to the manufacturing and
engineering industry, with an emphasis on metalworking,
have joined forces to hold their first Manufacturing
Innovators Showcase (MIS). The event will take place on
Thursday, 5 September 2019 at the Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions premises in Sunnyrock, Germiston.
“Visitors will be able to discover the latest product
innovations from the companies that we either represent
in South Africa or have their own office locally. All of us are
active in the world of metalworking, marketing products for
tooling, CAD/CAM and 3D metrology software, metrology,
quality and measuring equipment and solutions, 3D printing,
lubricants, training and other engineering accessories,”
explained Bryn Labuschagne from Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions.
“The participants at this mini-exhibition promise to show
the newest in manufacturing innovations and technology
products in the field that they represent. The carefully
selected partners include 3D Solids AMT, B&R Metrology

Solutions, Flexilube, iKusasa CNC Training Centre, Polyworks
South Africa, Sandvik Coromant, Simteq Engineering, Solmach
Trading and Stillam CNC Programming Solutions.”
“During the conception phase of MIS, we realised
that we can create an innovative showcase outside of the
usual expo norms. We wanted to create an event where
industry professionals can come together in a relaxed, social
environment and be exposed to the latest industry advances,”
said Bryn Labuschagne from Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions.
The event organisers are expecting to attract
representatives from various sectors in the engineering
field for a full day of sharing insights in the rapidly changing
engineering sector.
The MIS event will take place on Thursday, 5 September
2019 from 09:00 to 17:00 at Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions which, is located on the ground floor, Office Block 2,
11 Sunrock Close, Sunnyrock Park, Germiston, Johannesburg.
For further details email mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com
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Cheap imports, ongoing challenges
in the steel industry as well as a weak
South African economy hit ArcelorMittal
South Africa’s performance
Acquisition of Highveld Structural Mill announced.

A

rcelorMittal South Africa’s operating profit decreased
from a profit of R1 224 million in June 2018, the first
half-year profit in almost a decade, to a loss of R222
million. This was largely as a result of lower sales prices and
volumes, higher electricity, rail and port tariffs, and sharp
increases in primary raw material prices, notably iron ore.
This resulted in a headline loss of R638 million compared to
headline earnings of R54 million for the same period last year.
After a positive 2018, the global steel industry is facing
challenging market conditions in the current year as a result
of weaker international steel prices, increases in primary
raw material costs and lower demand. Locally, the South
African steel industry continues to face significant challenges.
The domestic economy has remained close to recessionary
levels as investment and infrastructural spending in the
country remained subdued. In the first quarter of the year,
the economy contracted the most in a decade mainly due
to the decline in activity in the mining and manufacturing
sectors. Business sentiment remains subdued. Apparent steel
consumption decreased by a further 2% for the period and is
now at 70% of the apparent steel consumption of the first half
of 2008 – a 10-year low.
Cheap imports
The group’s results reflect this challenging operating
environment during this period. Total steel imports for the six
months are 18% higher with flat products imports increasing
by 23%. These increases consist mainly of hot rolled coils
imported from China, Russia and Taiwan. Imports once again
constitute 20% of South Africa’s apparent steel consumption
compared to 17% in the comparable period. In order to assist
the downstream steel fabrication industry to effectively
compete against the import of semi- finished and finished
fabricated steel goods additional import tariff protection is
required.
Cash preservation and generation, and cost control
remain the group’s primary focus areas. The group’s strategic
imperative of improving its cost competitiveness against,
in particular, China-sourced steel and that of domestic
producers, is being severely hampered by structural
disadvantages associated with unaffordable electricity, port
and rail tariffs and raw material costs.
Increases in electricity, port and rail tariffs have already
made the group uncompetitive internationally. These
unaffordable increases resulted in R168 million of additional
costs against the comparable period. Winter tariffs add on
average R110 million to the monthly electricity cost of the
company.
International iron ore prices have increased sharply by
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28% while steel prices have decreased by 13%. Higher iron
ore prices have negatively impacted earnings by R700 million
against the comparable period.
Export sales declined due to a decrease in international
demand, and, in the case of flat products, the build-up of
slab inventory to compensate for the planned repair outage
of the blast furnace at Vanderbijlpark Works, enabling the
uninterrupted supply of domestic customers.
The two-month unprotected labour strike had no notable
impact on sales and production volumes during the period.
Reduction of its carbon footprint is a key imperative for
the group. Timing, however, of the introduction of carbon tax
effective 1 June 2019, from which imported steel is exempted,
will place further financial pressure on the business. This
necessitated the implementation of a carbon tax levy on
certain steel products, effective 1 July 2019.
ArcelorMittal South Africa’s operating profit decreased
from a profit of R1 224 million to a loss of R222 million,
which resulted in a headline loss of R638 million compared to
headline earnings of R54 million for the same period last year.
The domestic economy has remained close to recessionary
levels as investment and infrastructural spending in the
country remained subdued, the company said. It recently said
it planned to cut more than 2 000 jobs as it struggles with
cheap imports, rising costs and a flagging local economy.
The volatility of the rand/USD exchange rate continues
to impact the group’s performance. As part of its strategy,
the group has embarked on several initiatives to improve
efficiencies and address expenditure within its control. More
significant measures have become necessary to return to
profitability and generate positive cash flows.
Safety remains the group’s number one priority. The
group’s efforts to improve its health and safety record resulted
in no fatalities at its operations for the period.
Reduction of its carbon footprint is a key imperative
for ArcelorMittal South Africa. However, the timing of the
introduction of the country’s carbon tax - from which imported
steel is exempted - will place added financial pressure on the
company.
On 26 July, the company successfully negotiated the
refinancing of the borrowing-based facility valued at R4 500
million for three years, on substantially the same terms and
conditions as the 2017 facility agreement.
Agreement to purchase the Highveld Structural Mill
Further to this, ArcelorMittal South Africa has entered into
an agreement to purchase the Highveld Structural Mill (HSM)
for an initial cash amount of R150 million and an additional
R150 million conditional upon the conclusion of a commercial
arrangement for the long-term supply of sizable mainline rail 

volumes.
“The HSM is the only facility of its kind in Africa with the
ability to produce heavy structural steel, including material for
railway lines,” says Verster.
Should such a commercial partner be secured, Verster
said ArcelorMittal South Africa would invest in the mill
to ensure that the plant was capable of producing heavy
structural steel products.
“To upgrade the
plant to enable it to
produce a certain
length of mainline
rail will require
some investment,
but also knowledge
transfer. We will
not enter into a
capital investment
programme,
however, without
having demand
certainty.”
Verster
projected that the
transaction would
be completed
either by year-end,
or during the first
quarter of 2020,
but said that the
effective date of
the transaction
would be no later
than 1 December
2020.
“The
localisation of
mainline rails
will support
jobs, strengthen
industrial capability
and enable export
opportunities,
while allowing
for the transfer
of specialised
intellectual
property and skills
associated with rail
production.”

economic growth. Regulated tariffs will continue to impact
the company’s cost competitiveness and the volatility of ZAR/
USD exchange rate is also likely to continue to impact the
company’s results.
“We will continue to drive interventions as part of our
turnaround strategy to ensure the sustainability of the
business,” concludes Verster.

Outlook
International
steel prices are
expected to
improve while
the raw material
basket is likely to
be lower. Domestic
steel demand
will remain under
pressure until there
is improvement in
real infrastructure
spending and
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Ford’s expansion unleashes
new potential for South Africa

Company says it is to add 1 200 jobs from August and introduce a third shift
at the vehicle assembly plant in Silverton to the west of Pretoria.

F

ord Motor Company of Southern Africa (FMCSA) will
employ 1 200 new employees from August 2019 to meet
the growing international and local demand for the New
Ranger, Ranger Raptor and Everest models.
Ford said that these additions will bring the company’s
total employment in South Africa to approximately 5 500
employees.
At the same time, it will significantly bolster supplier
companies by adding around 10 000 jobs in this sector.
“The R3 billion investment in our South African plants,
announced in 2017, is now coming to fruition with the
addition of a third shift to increase our production output,”
says Ockert Berry, vice president operations, Ford Middle East
and Africa.
“The investment enabled extensive reworks at the
Silverton Assembly Plant to expand our production capacity
from 124 000 vehicles per year to 168 000 units, which is 58
000 vehicles more than our original capacity when the current
Ranger programme commenced in 2011,” Berry said.
“The third shift will allow us to ramp up our production
from the current 506 vehicles assembled per day to a peak
of 720 units to satisfy the strong demand from customers in
South Africa, as well as for our crucial exports to 148 markets
around the world,” Berry states.
Kicking off at the beginning of August, the Silverton
Assembly Plant will run around the clock using a three-shift
pattern from Monday to Thursday, with the additional Friday
third shift available to address any potential shortfalls in the
production schedule.
“In addition to the job opportunities created for hourly
employees, the new shift makes provision for 104 skilled
artisans and technicians who have been appointed as
permanent employees, thus adding to the skills set of our
staff complement in Silverton,” Berry said.
Growth in South Africa
Approximately two-thirds of Ford’s local production is

Ford says its investment plans will significantly bolster supplier
companies by adding around 10 000 jobs in this sector
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Many castings are used in the manufacture of cars and one wonders
how the local foundry industry will benefit from the OEMs
expansion programmes

exported to 148 global markets, with the balance sold in
South Africa and Sub-Saharan African countries.
The Ranger leads the light commercial vehicle (LCV) sector
exports, with the locally-built model consistently ranked as the
top-selling pickup in Europe.
As demand for the New Ranger and the Ranger Raptor
continues to grow in Europe, Ford began exporting vehicles
through Port Elizabeth in April this year – a strategic move to
address the high level of congestion at the Durban Harbour’s
Roll On Roll Off (RORO) Terminal, which is the country’s
primary import and export hub.
The multi-port strategy makes effective use of Transnet’s
rail infrastructure to transport vehicles from the Silverton
plant to the Port Elizabeth vehicle terminal. Approximately
1 000 Rangers are being exported via this new route each
month, which has improved the efficiency and delivery
timeframes to European markets.
Port Elizabeth is also home to Ford’s Struandale Engine
Plant, which supports two global diesel engine programmes.
Production commenced at the end of last year of the newgeneration 2.0-litre Bi-Turbo and Single Turbo engines that are
used in selected Ranger and Everest models, with an installed
capacity of 120 000 engines per year – all of which are
supplied to the Silverton Assembly Plant.
Additionally, the Struandale plant continues machining
component sets, comprising the cylinder head, block and
crankshaft, for the existing 2.2 and 3.2-litre Duratorq TDCi
engine.
Following the recent investment and expansion, installed
capacity climbed to its highest-ever figure of 280 000 sets per
year to support export markets in Thailand and Argentina, as
well as local engine assembly.
Besides supplying fully assembled engines to Silverton
for installation in the Ranger and Everest, the local plant also
ships engines to North America, China and several customer
plants in Europe with a production capacity of up to 130 000
units per year.

Macsteel enables B2B
e-commerce platform

S

aying that it is a first for the steel sector, Macsteel has
launched an e-commerce B2B platform to sell steel
online, giving customers access to a sales and an
enquiry environment all day, every day throughout the year.
“Business is no longer constrained to the hours
between 8am and 5pm, and we found that many of our
customers handle their administration and place their
orders after hours. In order to enable an effective online
ordering system, we added a constant enquiry option to
facilitate a seamless process,” says Candice Menoita,
Senior Marketing
Manager at Macsteel.
She adds that
customers have
always been central
to Macsteel’s
operations and this
initiative improves
customer service by
enabling them to place
orders and interact
with sales staff at
their convenience, with no downtime, for optimal time
prioritisation.
“The growth of online purchasing is equally relevant
across the traditional retail sectors as it is within the B2B

space, and this responds directly to customers’ needs for
24/7 access to sales,” she adds.
The service is live across Macsteel Cape Town, Durban
and Germiston South as well as Trading Pipes, Fittings and
Flanges and will shortly be live at Trading Nelspruit, Trading
Bloemfontein, Trading Welkom, Fluid Control Cape Town,
Fluid Control Durban and Fluid Control Boksburg.
Macsteel is one of Africa’s leading manufacturers,
merchandisers and distributors of steel and value-added
steel products. With a proud history spanning 115 years,
Macsteel Service
Centres SA consists
of eight business
units and operates
from a strategic
network of more
than 50 service
centres, branches
and warehouses.
It supplies the
entire sub-Saharan
geographic region
with the broadest range of carbon steel, stainless steel,
speciality steels, aluminium products and value-added
processes to all industry sectors.
For further details visit www.macsteel.co.za

Amsted Rail announces

name change for South African operation –
Amsted Foundry Solutions SA

A

msted Rail, a global leader in manufacturing bogie
systems for the heavy haul freight market, has
established its latest company - Amsted Foundry
Solutions SA, with its foundries located in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
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This newly created company, partially owned by both
Amsted Rail and South Africa’s Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC), was spun out of Industrial Group Scaw
Metals and is the largest supplier of railcar wheels and cast
railway components to the South African market. Amsted
Rail’s involvement in South Africa began around 2003 and
the company continues to make investments to expand their
capabilities in the region.
This allows Amsted Rail to better serve customers in
the mining, railway, power generating and other industrial
markets who require large, top quality precision products.
Amsted Foundry Solutions is capable of casting products up
to 30 tons finished weight.
Amsted Rail will be managing the entirety of the Amsted
Foundry Solutions SA operations, implementing their stateof-the-art processes to create a global leader in South
Africa. John Wories, President of Amsted Rail explained:
“This investment enables us to better serve customers
who depend on Amsted for innovative design and highly
engineered components and system solutions for improved
product performance and reliability. Amsted’s expertise in
premier manufacturing processes will provide substantial
growth opportunities for Amsted Foundry Solutions.”

Patel promises support programme
for new plant and equipment for foundries
and steel mini-mills
Measures to enable the local beneficiation of scrap metal will also be included.

T

he new Trade and Industry and Economic Development
Minister Ebrahim Patel has promised to launch a
support programme for new plant and equipment,
specifically mentioning the development of foundries and
steel mills. The promise came during his first budget speech
to the National Assembly as the new minister.
“The President announced in SONA that we will develop a
number of Master Plans to help create conducive conditions
for industries to grow. This will include assisting companies
to improve their industrial capacities and sophistication,
focusing more on export orientation, and reclaiming domestic
market space lost to imports. A key constraint to growth is
electricity pricing. We are working with Ministers Mantashe
and Gordhan to lower the cost structure of Eskom for more
affordable electricity tariffs, particularly for priority sectors,
which need to be boosted to create jobs and inclusion. The
Master Plans will be action-oriented, implemented through
working with business and labour and implemented in stages,
so that we can move immediately,” said Patel.
“In the steel industry, we will this year launch a
support programme for new plant and equipment in metal
fabrication. We are meeting investors on the development of
foundries and steel mini-mills, including measures to enable
beneficiation of scrap metal. We will make the R1.5 billion
Steel Industry Competitiveness Fund more attractive and
easier to use,” Patel continued.
The Downstream Steel Industry Competitiveness Fund,
administrated by the IDC, became effective on 7 June
2017, and was established to support domestic metals
manufacturers facing import competition. It was also seen

as a way of partially offsetting the effect of government’s
decision to raise tariff protection on primary steel products
produced by ArcelorMittal South Africa.
The incentive is available to existing downstream steel
manufacturers seeking to improve their competitiveness, as
well as those companies in distress with bankable turnaround
strategies. Start-up enterprises and early-stage technologies
and prototypes are also considered on a case-by-case basis.
The fund was created using a R95 million grant from
the Economic Development Department, which was to be
disbursed to the IDC, in three tranches, from 2017/18 to
2019/20.
The development finance institution is using the grant
to leverage a larger R1.5 billion incentive that is extended
to eligible beneficiaries as a subsidy against IDC’s normal
interest rates.
Scrap beneficiation
No details were given of the plan for scrap beneficiation.
In June 2019 it was gazetted that the Price Preference
System had been extended. South Africa exports significant
quantities of scrap metal, a major feedstock for foundries,
steel mini-mills and even some large steel mills, with some
scrap dealers appealing the department’s directive that it
be offered to local producers in the first instance, but the
Constitutional Court rejected an application for leave to
appeal.
Steps taken to improve domestic scrap availability have,
over the years, been broadly supported by scrap consuming
industries, but resisted by scrap metal recyclers.
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Bloodhound set
for high-speed tests

T

he Bloodhound LSR car is set to undergo high-speed
tests on a dry lake bed race track in South Africa in
October 2019, in preparation for a land speed record
attempt in late 2020.
Following the successful 200mph UK runway trials at
Cornwall Airport Newquay in October 2017, the team, which
is based at SGS Berkeley Green University Technical College
on the Gloucestershire Science and Technology Park, will be
targeting 500mph.
Since the project’s relaunch in March 2019, the
Bloodhound team has been focusing on preparing the car
for high-speed testing.
This has included uprating the springs and dampers, and
adding the parachute braking system, more air pressure and
load sensors, and a fire detection and suppression system.
The team’s attempt on the world land speed record is
the first in the digital era - data from hundreds of sensors on
the car will be shared in real time to allow engineers to see

exactly how the car is behaving. The trials in South Africa will
enable the team to test this data distribution, as well as the
live video stream, at high speeds in preparation for the land
speed record runs.
“This land speed record campaign is unlike any other,
with the opportunities opened up by digital technology,
which enable the team to test the car’s design using
computational fluid dynamics and will allow us to share data
about the car’s performance in real time,” said Bloodhound
LSR CEO Ian Warhurst.
“In addition, we’re running the car on a brand-new
surface. The wheels have been designed specifically for the
desert lake bed, but it will still be vital to test them at high
speeds before making record speed runs.”

Mergers and acquisitions
Hulamin Systems (Pty) Ltd (Hulamin Systems) v The
aluminium rolling slab business of Isizinda Aluminium (Pty)
Ltd (Slab Business)
The Competition Commission has recommended that
the Competition Tribunal (Tribunal) approve the proposed
transaction whereby Hulamin Systems intends to acquire
Slab Business of Isizinda Aluminium without conditions.
The Commission found that the proposed transaction is
unlikely to result in a substantial prevention or lessening of
competition in any relevant markets. The Commission further
found that the proposed transaction does not raise any
public interest concerns.
KIC SA (Pty) Ltd (KIC) v Whirlpool South Africa (Pty) Ltd
(Whirlpool)
The Competition Commission has unconditionally
approved the proposed merger whereby KIC intends to
acquire Whirlpool.
KIC is a newly formed entity for the purposes of acquiring
the proposed merger and does not conduct any activities in
South Africa.
Whirlpool is involved in the manufacturing and
distribution of KIC branded white goods such as refrigerators,
freezers, washing machines and stoves under the KIC brand
in South Africa.
The Commission found that the proposed transaction is
unlikely to result in a substantial prevention or lessening of
competition in any relevant markets. The Commission further
found that the proposed transaction does not raise any
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employment or other public interest concerns.
Macsteel Global S.A.R.L. BV (MacGlobal) v Macsteel
International Holdings BV (MIHBV)
The Competition Commission has approved the merger
without conditions whereby MacGlobal intends to acquire the
remaining shares in MIHBV.
MacGlobal is a firm incorporated in accordance with the
laws of Luxembourg. MacGlobal is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Macsteel Holdings Luxembourg SARL (MacHold).
MacGlobal conducts business in South Africa through
Macsteel Service Centres South Africa (Pty) Ltd (MSCSA)
and the subsidiaries of MIHBV. MSCSA is a steel service
centre and distributor supplying a full range of carbon steel,
special steel, stainless steel, aluminium products and value
added steel products to customers predominantly based in
Southern Africa.
MIHBV conducts its activities in South Africa through
MUR Group BV (MUR) and Macsteel International Trading
Holdings BV (MIT). MUR is MIHBV’s shipping division. MUR
provides international conveyance of dry bulk and break
bulk cargo with shipping vessels. MIT is a bulk steel trader
and trades in a vast range of products including hot and
cold rolled coil, billets, wire rod, slabs, stainless steel,
aluminium, reinforced bar, tubes and pipes, galvanized
and engineered steel products and iron. The Commission
found that there is no horizontal overlap between the
activities of the merging parties as they operate at different
levels of the value chain.

SHOPFRONT
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TruTool Engineering -

Pressing ahead: Press tools demand no
less attention to precision and productivity
than mould and die tools
Press tool manufacturer enjoys the benefits of concentrating on segment
where others dare to venture.

I

nvestments in automotive stamping
dies and press lines are expensive
and require long lead times.
Streamlining the development and
commissioning of new lines and
flexibly adapting existing lines to
new designs are key to maximising
return on investment. Inner and
outer body panel part models are
the manufacturing team’s primary
input for initiating the stamping die
development process, which requires
the long lead-time.
Die line-up spacing, opening
height, and material travel speed are
all critical factors that directly impact
the overall efficiency of the working
press line. Agile supply chains,
synchronised production operations
and real-time plant visibility are
also required to respond to market
fluctuations and to keep product
quality high. These days’ specialised
design and analysis tools enable the
A general view of the TruTool Engineering shopfloor
manufacturer to quickly and virtually
assess the feasibility of forming parts
for highly accurate die face designs.
Critical to the whole line though is the die or press tool.
Tool, die, press tooling and mould manufacturing requires a
skill set that is virtually unique in the machine shop segment.
However, ask many local machine shop owners and they will
say this type of manufacturing has emigrated to cheaper
economies, typically in the Far East - a conundrum not unique
to South Africa. But this statement is not entirely true as there
are still many quality toolrooms turning out product for Tier
1 suppliers who ultimately manufacture components for the
OEMs.
To produce complex die cavities in sections, whether you
are a tool, die, press tooling or mould manufacturer requires
investment in CNC milling, grinding and wire EDM equipment.
As a manufacturer of high-volume press tooling for the
automotive, plumbing, shelving and other metal industries
TruTool Engineering maintains a substantial in-house press
Partners Pierre Moll and Polino Gonclaves

tooling and die making department.
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“The benefits of progressive die stamping are increased productivity and significant
cost reduction for high-volume production.”

TruTool Engineering made the tooling for components used on the
front axle carrier on the BMW 3 series when it was still
manufactured locally. It involved 30 different tools that
produced the various components

For the last 10 years, this department has enjoyed
the benefits of wire cutting EDM, with the addition of four
Charmilles machines that were acquired when the company
purchased its supplier - Clear Cut Technologies. Along with the
wire EDMs came a Haas VMC and a surface grinder and other
general conventional equipment.

TruTool Engineering have recently purchased a bed type VMC
milling machine. The machine has a three-metre travel

“2009 was a big year in the company’s history in terms
of services that we could offer our clients,” explained Polino
Goncalves, one of two business partners that setup TruTool
Engineering in November 2006.
“Prior to purchasing our preferred supplier Clear Cut
Technologies in 2009 we had to rely on them and others for
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A press tool being machined on the new VMC milling machine

Essentially TruTool Engineering are involved in manufacturing
progression dies or press tooling as it is also referred to

our wire EDM work. When you are relying on others it is not an
ideal situation to be in but this goes for most businesses. It
was not that we were being let down at all it was just a control
thing.”
“Additionally, having nearly all requisite processes
in-house and performed by trained shop personnel not only
allows quicker deliveries to customers, but also helps ensure
that the documentation is properly maintained for every job.”
“Pierre and I started TruTool Engineering when we
acquired an existing fully functional toolroom that was based
in Alrode, South Gauteng. For a long time the two of us had
wanted to start our own business but we had to wait for the
right opportunity. It was our ambition to own and manage one
of the bigger toolrooms in South Africa, with an emphasis on
manufacturing press tooling.”
“The toolroom we purchased was equipped with the usual
conventional equipment, including a press that we still make
use of today, but no CNC equipment. We subsequently added
a radial arm drill and a universal milling machine to the
inventory.”
“But if we wanted to attain our ambition we knew that we
would have to go the CNC route. It took us two years before
we purchased our first VMC machine - a big King Rich milling
machine - and we have subsequently added another VMC
milling machine.”
“Our latest purchase - four months ago - is a bed type
VMC milling machine. The machine has a three-metre travel
and this has opened up a new way of thinking, when it comes
to machining, in the company. We specifically purchased this
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TruTool Engineering manufacture progression dies and press tooling
up to 3 000mm in length

size machine so that we could mill larger components as we
were a bit limited with the table size of our other three VMC
mills and of course the table weight.”
“However, the key to success (and the primary challenge)
for any machining operation is minimising turnaround time for
non-repeating work. Good machining businesses are nearly
always able to find ways to shave time off repeating work. This
is much more difficult, however, for engineering businesses
that may machine a particular component only once. And the
challenge of compressing turnaround time for jobs that don’t
repeat is more daunting when a 10-ton crane is needed to
install workpieces onto a mill’s bed.”
“Besides taking care of the machining work where we
were lacking the capability and capacity, we also realised
that when we decided on this new investment, the size of the
machine would afford us opportunities to seek other work in
the field that we have specialised in.”
Journey together
“Our journey together started in 1990 when we were both
apprentices at the same company, training as tool, jig and die
makers,” said Pierre Moll when describing his relationship
with his business partner Polino Goncalves.
“After qualifying I went my own way and worked for various
companies that were involved in manufacturing tooling, while
Polino stayed on working in his chosen field of tool and die
making. However, Polino was instrumental in enticing me back
to the company (ISE) where I would do contract work for them
when the company won a big contract. That was back in the 

Due to the complexity of progressive dies, it is important to address
all the factors that contribute to achieving the desired level of part
quality, including blank position, pilots, blank boundary and stretchweb deformation

TruTool Engineering do manufacture moulds for multi-cavity
injection mould sets

Dies are usually made of tool steel to withstand the high shock
loading involved, retain the necessary sharp cutting edge, and resist
the abrasive forces involved

year 2000. Throughout the period that I had been away we
had remained friends so it was an easy decision.”
“The company was involved in a number of big projects
and one in particular I remember was that the company had
a large contract to supply press tooling to German automotive
component manufacturer ISE Europe. We both gained
invaluable experience in the world of manufacturing press
tooling, as a result.”
“You could say that this is what sowed the seed for the
two of us to start a business together.”
“From the beginning we decided not to get involved in
the manufacture of multi-cavity injection mould sets that
are made for the manufacture of caps, closures and other
packaging applications. This is still true today but we don’t
turn this type of work away.”

for various industries, such as automotive, electronics and
appliances.”
“Progressive die stamping consists of several individual
work stations, each of which performs one or more different
operations on the part. The part is carried from station to
station by the stock strip and is cut out of the strip in the final
operation.”
“The decision to produce a part in progressive die or
transfer die is dependent on size, complexity and volume of
production. Progressive die stamping is used to produce a
large number of parts and keep the costs as low as possible.
The highest demands in precision and durability must be
met.”
“Due to the complexity of progressive dies, it is important
to address all the factors that contribute to achieving the
desired level of part quality, including blank position, pilots,
Progression dies
blank boundary and stretch-web deformation.”
“Essentially we are involved in manufacturing progression
“Pilots play an important role in progressive die stamping
dies or press tooling as they are also referred to. However,
- they fix the strip into an appropriate position and maintain
generally speaking press
control over it. In
tools are categorised by
addition, they are
the types of operation
essential for precise
performed using the
sheet positioning during
tool, such as blanking,
tool closing and drawing
piercing, bending,
operations in transfer
forming, forging or
dies. Other factors
trimming. Progressive
to be considered are
die stamping is a metal
timing and interaction
forming process widely
of carriers, pads, and
Progressive die stamping is a metal forming process widely used to produce parts
for various industries, such as automotive, electronics and appliances
used to produce parts
upper and lower tools. 
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The benefits of progressive die stamping are increased
productivity and significant cost reduction for highvolume production.”
Software for simulation of stamping processes
“These days you have software for simulation
of stamping processes that enables rapid and
accurate simulation of the entire stamping process
including drawing and secondary operations as well
as springback
and hemming
processes.”
“The dies are
usually made
of tool steel to
withstand the high
shock loading
involved, retain
the necessary
sharp cutting edge,
and resist the
abrasive forces
involved. The cost
is determined by
the number of
features, which
determine what
tooling will need to
be used.”
“There are
many instances
where progression
dies are used
to manufacture
components,
especially in
the automotive
industry, both on
the chassis and
the body.”
“We have
been involved
in a number of
interesting projects
in the automotive
industry. We
made the tooling
for components
used on the front
axle carrier on
the BMW 3 series
when it was still
manufactured
locally. It involved
30 different tools
that produced
the various
components.”
“Currently we
are involved in
manufacturing
tools the Ford
Ranger that is
manufactured
locally. This
involves several
different tools


A selection of components that have been processed on tooling
manufactured by TruTool Engineering
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TruTool Engineering have four wire EDM machines at their
disposal

and will be used to make chassis components as well as
a skin panel component. Besides Ford and BMW we have
manufactured tooling for VWSA, Mercedes, Toyota, Nissan
and the other OEMs.”
“But we are not limited to the automotive OEMs. We have
also made tooling for the electrical and electrical motor,

All four of TruTool Engineering’s wire EDM machines are
Charmilles

drawings from the concept design that we have given him. We
then do the reviews and all tool trials are done onsite at the
client.”
“Clear Cut Technologies was established in 2002 and
we acquired the business in 2009. Clear Cut Technologies’
facility is where we are now based. When we purchased the
company we moved TruTool Engineering from Alrode to the
Germiston South facility.”
“We use the Charmilles CNC wire EDM cutting equipment
that we acquired to cut very accurate profiles in steel,
aluminium, brass or any electrically conductive materials. Our
wire cutting process is a high-quality process where we are
able to achieve tolerances to within 0.008mm repetitively.
We are able to cut the most complex profiles as per our
customers’ specifications.”
“The wire used in our wire cutting machines is 0.25mm
in diameter and is a brass coated copper wire for fast and
accurate cutting conditions. An electrical current passes
through the wire in order to cut the metal accurately. We can
cut profiles that are up to 700mm on the X, 400mm on the Y
and 400mm on Z. We can also cut up to a 30 Degree taper
angle and 4-axis cutting of components.”
“Both Polino and I now have extensive experience in the
tool manufacturing industry, having worked on the machines
and learned how to use our CAD/CAM software package
TruTool Engineering have four VMC milling machines on the
Edgecam. We try to give back to the industry by training TASA
shopfloor
supplied apprentices and also our own apprentices including
my son Jacques. We usually offer three apprentices a threegeyser manufacture, roofing, extrusion, printing and white
month practical training period. Some of them have been so
goods industries.”
good that we have now employed three of them. Our staff
“We don’t do all the designs of the tooling ourselves but
complement at the moment is 18.”
if outsourced, designs will be done to our specifications. We
“We have undertaken several successful projects for the
work closely with an outside consultant and he formulates the
motor industry and can handle any tooling projects up to six
tons for each tool and with dimensions of 3 000mm in
length. Our fast turnaround times and high accuracy are
all due to our capable artisans and precise machines
and equipment. Press tooling manufactured by us is of
the highest quality as we work to ISO specifications.”
“The shop continues to add to its wealth of internal
manufacturing capabilities as needs arise. Having
nearly all requisite processes in-house and performed
by trained shop personnel not only allows quicker
deliveries to customers, but also helps ensure that the
documentation is properly maintained for every job,”
concluded Moll.
For further details contact TruTool Engineering
on TEL: 011 873 4721 or visit
TruTool Engineering have manufactured tooling for Ford, BMW, VWSA,
www.clearcuttechnologies.co.za
Mercedes, Toyota, Nissan and the other OEMs
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Bosworth pulling ahead
Material handling operations present unique challenges.

Conveyor pulleys will always be the core manufacturing function of Bosworth

“Our aim over the years has been to supply as many of the mechanical
products that the project requires and not just the pulleys. As a result, we
now manufacture our own idlers and rollers to SANS 1313 or any
other international standard, if required.”

R

egardless of whether
specific material handling
requirements.
you’re handling scrap or
finished components, you
Making the right choice
need to think about several
points to select the right
In a rugged environment
equipment for your particular
such as a working mine, it
is even more critical that
application. You have many
you make the right choice.
equipment choices today to
Mechanical engineering
move, elevate, and distribute
material. If you’re considering
and fabricator Bosworth,
a belt, vibratory, or a magnetic
located in Alrode, South
Gauteng, is one of
conveyor, it’s a challenge
South Africa’s largest
to select the most efficient
manufacturers of conveyor
conveyor for a particular
pulleys. Managing Director
application. To make the best
choice, it’s imperative that
Gary Howell explains why.
you consider all operating
Conveyor pulley design
parameters. Be prepared
Bosworth Managing Director Gary Howell
that the conveyor system you
“There are many
elements to consider during the design of a conveyor pulley. 
choose will need to be designed or modified to meet your
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One of the larger drill bits that Conbrako manufactures

The new Faccin 4-roll plate roller supplied by Talmac Machine Tools

The most important however is the design of the shafts. Other
elements that need to be considered are the pulley diameter,
the shell, the hubs and the locking elements.”
Shaft design
“There are three main factors that influence shaft design.
Bending from the tensions on the conveyor belt and torsion
from the drive unit and deflection. The shaft therefore needs
to be designed considering all three of these elements.”
“For the design of the shaft, based on bending and
torsion, a maximum stress is used. This stress varies
according to the material that is used for the shaft or
according to the maximum stress allowed by the end user.
Typical allowable stresses, for the most commonly used
shaft material, are 43MPa for BS970 070M20 (EN3), 55MPa
for BS970 080M40 (EN8) and 83MPa for BS970 709M40
(EN19).”
“The industry uses additional safety factors for shaft
design such as load factor (Kb = 1.5 to 1.75) and torque
factor (Kt = 1.25 to 1.4), resultant forces and what we call
moments. To calculate the shaft size from these, the Guest
(equivalent bending) and Rankine (equivalent torsion)
formulas also need to be considered.”
“For the above, formulas are taken to be equal since the
allowable direct stress is a fatigue case and the shear stress
is not. The third calculation determines free shaft deflection
limit. This limit ensures that there is no excessive deflection
of the shaft at the point where the bearings and the locking
elements are fitted. The industry standard is 0.0015 rad to
0.0017 rad maximum allowable deflection.”

Plate rolling is not like working a press brake, where there is a single
bend and one direction of inertia. A plate roll involves multiple
forces and directions of inertia as the forming takes place

Pulley design
“There are various factors influencing the pulley diameter.
The pulley diameter is mainly determined by the conveyor
belt class, but the required shaft diameter also influences
the diameter. A golden rule for the pulleys diameter is that it
should be at least three times the diameter of the shaft.”
Pulley types
“There are two main types of pulleys i.e. the turbine pulley
and the T-Bottom pulley. In both these types of pulleys the
shaft is removable for easy maintenance.”

The shells of the pulleys are normally between 8mm and 60mm thick
but the majority that Bosworth manufacture are in the 30mm range
and an OD of up to 1 250mm. The new Faccin plate roller now
enables Bosworth to cold roll plates of up to 45mm thick

“The turbine pulley is well suited for low to medium duty
applications with a hub designed to allow for flexing, thus
preventing high stresses on the locking assemblies or welds.”
“The T-Bottom pulley is normally used for heavy duty
applications with shaft diameters of 200mm and bigger. The

main feature of this construction is a face welded pulley and
thus the shell to hub weld is moved out of the highly stressed
area at the end plate.”
“You also have to take into account pulley crowning, both
METALWORKING NEWS V18.4 S eptember 2019
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full and strip crowning, and lagging. Various types of
lagging can be applied to the pulley i.e. rubber lagging,
flameproof (neoprene) lagging or ceramic lagging.”

Welding of a conveyor pulley shell

Shells that have been processed on the Faccin 4-roll plate roller

Through the use of top hat furnaces, Bosworth’s heat treatment
facilities offer stress relieving up to 4m in length, normalising up to
4.5m in length, annealing up to 4.5m in length, oil quench and
temper up to 2m in length and water quench and temper up to 2m
in length. All these services are supported by straightening facilities
and machining if required
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About Bosworth
Bosworth is a 105-employee company that
was founded in 1943 by the late Walter Bosworth
to manufacture components and products for the
agricultural industry. The company has seen some
ownership changes but has been part of the Hudaco
Industries Limited Group since the 1990s.
Bosworth started manufacturing pulleys in the
1960s and says it was the first company in South
Africa to manufacture fabricated pulleys and has been
instrumental in developing conveyor pulleys to the
currently popular designs that are used worldwide.
“Over the years, Bosworth has manufactured
conveyor pulleys that were exported throughout
Africa and the rest of the world. All Bosworth pulleys
are purpose-designed by the company’s own design
team through the use of the latest design software
- SolidWorks - and manufacturing technology that
is available. We are capable of designing and
manufacturing conveyor pulleys to cater for any
application. We are also able to produce FEA’s for any
pulley and we are continuously striving to improve
on current designs as well as developing new designs and
standards.”
“We operate from two facilities in Alrode. The
8 000m² facility in Juyn/Vereeniging Road concentrates
on manufacturing the pulleys and the 3 000m² facility in
Bosworth Street is where all our fabrication and wear lining
processes take place.”
“To manufacture pulleys like we do there is a fair amount
of IP and know-how involved and for this reason we have tried
to incorporate most of the processes inhouse. This includes
plate rolling, welding, hot-rolling, heat treatment, normalising,
stress relieving after welding, machining and rubber-lining.”
“Wherever possible we also use suppliers within the
Hudaco Industries Group. For example, sister company Ambro
Steel will supply us with pre machined shafts and we do the
final machining.”
“Bosworth did invest in its own open-die forging equipment
to produce the hubs for the pulleys because at the time
it proved difficult to procure them. But, with time, pulley
design changed and forged hubs were no longer specified.
As a result, most forging done by Bosworth was for the open
market and not for pulley production. This has however
changed as we focused more on the pulley manufacturing and
we have now closed the forging section.”
“The hubs, or end disks as they are referred to, are now
cut from plate.”
New Faccin 4-roll plate roller
“One of the biggest operations in pulley manufacture is
the plate rolling. Although dramatic advances in machine
technology have largely decreased dependency on seasoned
machine operators, plate rolling still requires a lot of skill.
A few metal fabricators are lucky enough to have a talented
roll operator on staff. These experienced operators have
comprehensive knowledge about materials and rolling
practices, which enables them to control this extremely
dynamic fabricating process.”
“Plate rolling is not like working a press brake, where
there is a single bend and one direction of inertia. A plate
roll involves multiple forces and directions of inertia as the
forming takes place.”


“Aside from a skilled operator, the
machine you choose is equally imperative
for effective plate rolling. We have just
invested in a new Faccin 4-roll plate roller,
supplied by Talmac Machine Tools. The
majority of our plate rolling is done for own
use but we do offer plate rolling of between
3mm and 80mm thick plate depending
on the width and diameter of the required
rolling, to other fabricators. The shells of
the pulleys are normally between 8mm
and 60mm thick but the majority that we
manufacture are in the 30mm range and
an OD of up to 1 250mm. Our new plate
roller now enables us to cold roll plates of
up to 45mm thick.”
“We used to cut our own plate but
because of the wastage we now have
this delivered cut-to-size. When you are
consuming 250 tons of plate a month you
have got to make sure that your scrap
dealer is not making more money out of the
material than you are.”

A conveyor pulley shell that has been fitted with Rexline rubber linings for wear resistance

Plenty to consider
“Plate rolling is an art when compared to some other
fabricating processes, but having the right equipment and
accessories for the job can help even a new operator turn out
quality rolled parts after a few days of training. The new Faccin
4-roll plate roller, which was installed earlier this year, has
allowed us to bend a plate in one operation whereas with our
older machines we had to perform a number of operations.”
Large Thailand order
“We are currently busy with an order to supply 89 fully
assembled pulleys to a power station in Thailand. We began
work on this project in March 2019 and we have to finish by
October 2019. In total the project will consume 1 016 tons of
metal.”
“Other projects where we have supplied pulleys to include
most of the power stations in South Africa, the Richards Bay
coal terminal, numerous mining operations around South
Africa, a power station and a cement plant in Taiwan and
other projects in Peru and other South American countries, as
well as in India, Bulgaria, Mozambique, Mali, Botswana, Israel,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Australia and Qatar.”
Conveyor idlers
“Our aim over the years has been to supply as many of
the mechanical products that the project requires and not just
the pulleys. As a result, we now manufacture our own idlers
and rollers to SANS 1313 or any other international standard,
if required. The sealing arrangement for the idlers is made
up of a 3-piece triple labyrinth seal, protected by a LDPE dust
flinger. The bearings are therefore sealed for life. The conveyor
rollers are manufactured in steel and plastic with typical tube
diameters of 102, 127 and 152mm industry standards.”
“Although we don’t manufacture the conveyor belts
through our sister companies we are able to source all that is
needed.”
Fabrication
“One building of our facility in Bosworth Street is entirely
dedicated to fabrication work. There we have the capability
of doing small to medium size general fabrication like
conveyor chutes and pipework. But we are not limited to this
type of work. One of our specialities in this department is

The hubs for the pulleys are now machined

Bosworth has a machine shop that makes use of various CNC
machines

manufacturing industrial mixer impellers.”
Wear linings and rubber sheeting
“Our products operate in some very harsh conditions
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Bosworth will do the final machining of shafts, an important
component of the conveyor pulleys

and have to endure huge pressures, while at the same time
reduce downtime because of mechanical failure. It is an
industry standard to use wear linings or rubber sheeting on
pulleys. They prevent wear and tear, increase the grip for
better tension and can operate as a self-cleaning system for
the conveyor belting, which extends the life expectancy of the
shell. In most instances the linings, which are also referred to
as laggings, helps to reduce spillage and corrosion.”
“This is a relatively new side to the business but an
important one as we are now able to supply conveyor pulleys
that have been completely manufactured and assembled by
ourselves. We are an authorised distributor of Rexline rubber
products and apply the rubber with the Linabond adhesive,
a brand name specially formulated for the Rexline rubber
linings.”
“Having this product available to us has also opened up
other areas of industry where wear linings are required, for
us to pursue, and not just conveyor pulleys. The extra spin-off
is that we are also attracting additional fabrication work. The
wear lining operation is situated alongside the fabrication
facility in Bosworth Street.”
“We also have the capabilities to supply and install a wide
range of alumina wear resistant tiles for wear protection of
chutes, pipes, underpans, cyclones and tanks to name a few.”
Services
Other services that Bosworth offers include the
refurbishment of all makes of pulleys, plate rolling plates with

Wear linings is a relatively new side of Bosworth’s business
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Conveyor pulleys in the assembly and inspection bay

thicknesses ranging from 6mm to 80mm, with lengths of up
to 3 000mm depending on the plate thickness, MIG and subarc welding and re-rolling. The range of cylinders that can be
rolled include special thick-walled pipes, cylinders, hydraulic
rams, winch and pulley drums, cones, special purpose
cylindrical segments curved plates, tanks and silos and road
rollers.
Through the use of top hat furnaces, Bosworth’s heat
treatment facilities offer stress relieving up to 4m in length,
normalising up to 4.5m in length, annealing up to 4.5m in
length, oil quench and temper up to 2m in length and water
quench and temper up to 2m in length. All these services
are supported by straightening facilities and machining if
required.
The company also has ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14000 and
ISO 18000 certification in place as well as health and safety
approval.
“Conveyor pulleys will always be the core manufacturing
function of Bosworth. We can manufacture conveyor
pulleys for all types of industry with turbine and T-bottom
type conveyor pulleys taking up the majority of our
capacity. Turbine type pulleys are mainly used for light duty
applications, whereas T-bottom pulleys are commonly used
for heavy duty applications.”
“We will never turn away a client and, if we can add value
in the manufacturing process, we will.”
For further details contact Bosworth on
TEL: 011 864 1643 or visit www.bosworth.co.za

The fabrication department in Bosworth Street has the capability to
manufacture chutes, cyclones and tanks

Robots help frame
the future at Jambmax
A Fanuc robotic arm transferring sheet metal to and from a JFY PR6 series CNC bending machine for a set of bends

O

ne doesn’t often give too much thought to the window
and its structural makeup through which one is looking
when looking through a window at something. Rather
one focuses on the view itself and does not pay particular
attention to how that frame was constructed, unless you were
looking at a particularly striking structure that is.
But there is much more to windows and door frames than
meets the eye. These structures speak to a number of our
primary senses, often all at the same time, without us even
thinking about it because we are just so used to it. Vision,
smells and sounds are all conveyed to our brains in and
instant by the manner in which these representations are
transferred to the brain. The soothing sight and sound of the
waves lapping at the shore through a large bay window, or
the vast openness of a landscape below viewed from above
through an aeroplane window.

single view can be seen in quite the same way ever again,
nor can it be interpreted in exactly the same way from one
individual to the next.

The window
The word window is
first recorded in the English
language around the 13th
century and it replaced the
Old English eagþyrl, which
literally means ‘eye-hole’,
and ‘eagduru’ meaning ‘eyedoor’. Windows had been
used for centuries before
this but the modern form
has evolved somewhat from
unglazed openings in the
roof, to sometimes masterful
creations that took great
lengths of time to fashion
from elaborate combinations
of materials.
Windows can be an
infinite source of imagination
for the mind because no

Humble beginnings
Just as the window hails from a humble beginning, so
does Jambmax - Steel Door and Window Frames, based in
Brackenfell, north of Cape Town. It was back in 2002 that
Deon Smit began his operation from a 400m2 facility in
Contermanskloof near Durbanville. With years of experience
as a property developer, Smit was looking to do something
new.
After consultations with a cousin in Rustenburg
manufacturing similar products, Smit set out to manufacture
his first door frame, with virtually no experience at all. A longstanding business relationship with Derek Marriott allowed
Smit to acquire his first
machines - a press brake,
a cam lathe and three
eccentric presses. These
are still fully functional and
operational today. Smit
decided to specialise in steel
and his experience with the
material taught him about
one of its most important
properties – its longevity. Not
only does steel offer a longlasting solution, but it can
also add an upmarket feel to
a property.
Smit also decided that
he was going to provide
a turnkey product and
service, and this is evident
Jambmax acquired their first robot in 2005 – a robotic arm for welding.
when paging through the
Although they didn’t know it at the time, this would be their initial
venture into automation. The Fanuc robotic arm working in tandem with Jambmax product catalogue.
a JFY PR6 series CNC bending machine supplied by Puma Machine tools Jambmax supplies various
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A Yaskawa Motoman machine tending robotic arm transfers sheet
metal to a JFY MT series punching machine

fully assembled door frames, window frames and countless
variations thereof into the construction and hardware
industries. Other industries served include the low-cost
housing, hospital and school construction industries.
Jambmax also manufacture french doors, steel cupboard
frames, steel doorjambs, fixed louvres and steel stack-away
and sliding doors and various burglar bars, as well as round
windows. Jambmax has also worked on special set-building
projects for the local South African film industry.
A roll feeder cut-to-length coil line being used during the
manufacturing process

A JFY MT 300E servo-motor-driven CNC turret punching machine
works alongside a Yaskawa Motoman robotic arm

A Trumpf Trumatic 260 Rotation turret punching machine used in
the production line
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Growth
Jambmax supplies its products throughout South Africa as
well as into Namibia, and with various moves and warehouse
acquisitions over the years as the business grew, Jambmax
is now housed under 3 500m2 of space, all neatly arranged
out as a modern production line. Jambmax are able to
manufacture up to 1 200 door frames per day and up to 300
window frames per day.
It wasn’t long before Smit’s son Wynand joined the
business. Wynand is a draughtsman by trade and his
knowledge and experience and hands-on approach to the
entire manufacturing process can only be described as
invaluable. This is what it means to know your product inside
and out.
“We pride ourselves in contracting special designs and
architectural frames, thus making the building easier with
these special designs,” says Wynand. Remarking on the
properties of steel, Wynand makes the observation: “You only
need to take a walk around the old parts of the city in Cape
Town, all those frames are still there and mostly original.
Because they are made of steel and can last more than a
century if properly maintained and cared for.”
The Clisco Window frame
One of Jambmax’s speciality products is the Clisco Window
frame. Effectively this type of window frame is an all-in-one
window frame that requires very little effort when it comes to
installation. This makes sense when you consider the number
of windows and frames in a hospital or a school, or when
building a housing complex. The frame recesses perfectly
as one unit, including reveals, into a predetermined window
frame size in the building, with the windowsill being either flat
or sloped.
Some of the benefits of such a window frame include that
no lintols are required for supporting the frame, windowsills
are also not needed, no plastering of reveals is required, no
chipping of blocks is necessary, and a highly skilled labour
force is not essential.


The roll forming line with press tools to shape the sheet metal

Hinges manufactured on site by Jambmax



Components exiting the roll forming line
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Father and son, Deon and Wynand Smit

A butt welding machine ensures incredibly strong and durable joins

Jambmax is the only company in South Africa with a SABS
– SANS 613 approval on their Clisco window and they are
also the only company approved by the Housing Board and
the National Home Builders Registration Council (NHBRC), a
regulatory body of the home building industry.
These Clisco windows are supplied either pre-galvanised
or with a red oxide primer finish, as are the majority of
Jambmax’s products and components. Products can also be
hot dip galvanised – another form of corrosion control.
“Red oxide primer is a lead-free, oil-based, high-quality,
rust-resistant primer ideal for use on metal surfaces such as
aluminium, iron and steel. The corrosive resistant pigments
of red oxide primer make it an ideal choice for use on farm
equipment, railings, window frames, fences, structural steel,
pipes, field machinery and storage tanks to act as protection
from exposure to chemical fumes, excessive heat and
humidity, rain and wind.”
A process of butt welding is used to create incredibly
strong and durable joins. Butt welding is a technique where
two pieces of metal to be joined are in the same plane. These
types of welds require do not require much preparation and
are they used with thin sheet metals that can be welded with
a single pass – perfectly suited to operations at Jambmax.
The process can be automated or done by hand.

high-volume production. It’s about everything that brings this
about. Jambmax acquired their first robot in 2005 – a robotic
arm for welding. Although they didn’t know it at the time, this
would be their initial venture into automation.
At the time they were unable to operate the arm and
incorporate it effectively into the production line, but the seed
for framing the future, as it were, had been sewn. When you
are processing 180 tons of steel sheet a month, a helping
hand can go a long way. Hence the introduction of a Yaskawa
Motoman machine tending robotic arm supplied by Productive
Engineering in Cape Town, and a Fanuc robot interfaced with
a JFY PR6 series CNC bending machine, supplied by Puma
Machine Tools. The Yaskawa transfers sheet metal to a JFY
MT series punching machine, and the Fanuc handles sheet
transferring it to and from the JFY bending machine for a set
of bends. It goes without saying that the level of accuracy
and consistency the machine cells add to the production line
is invaluable, not to mention the added benefits of quality
control.
These additions to the production process all complement
Jambmax as the biggest stockist and supplier of window
sections in the Western Cape. Jambmax also design and
manufacture their own hinges used with their products. While
not a job shop in the traditional sense, the Smit’s say that
they would never turn away a walk-in customer.
For further details contact Jambmax - Steel Door and
Window Frames on TEL: 021 982 0660 or visit https://
jambmax.wixsite.com/jambmax

Robotics
But a turnkey production process isn’t merely about
increased productivity and significant cost reductions for

Door frames coated with a red oxide primer finish
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Jambmax are able to manufacture up to 1 200 door frames per day
and up to 300 window frames per day

BETTER

PRODUCTION

Protecting machine tools
from cyberattacks
EMO Hannover 2019 showcasing solutions for complex networked systems.

D

ata security is gaining in importance as Industry 4.0
emanate from devices that were originally only designed for
takes shape. Automation, cloud applications and globally
communication with the controller of isolated networks, and
networked machines and components play key roles
not for connection to the Internet. Many of these Ethernetwhen it comes to shielding systems from external threats.
enabled automation devices have no protection features, which
As digitalisation becomes more prevalent across industries,
leaves them vulnerable to attack,” continues Echteler.
there is a growing need for companies to safeguard against
Protecting systems from manipulation and cybercrime
cyber risks. This is because German industry is increasingly
But what are the best ways to protect complex networked
becoming a target for cybercriminals: More than eight in 10
systems against manipulation and cybercrime?
industrial companies (84 per cent) have reported an increase
“In principle, any networked system represents a possible
in the number of cyber attacks in the past two years, with more
point of attack. A well-designed security concept is therefore
than a third (37 per cent) reporting a strong increase. This is
indispensable for safeguarding such systems against
the result of a 2018 survey conducted by the Bitkom digital
manipulation and cybercrime,” says Juliane Schneider, Junior
association, which
Product Manager
interviewed 503
at Symmedia.
managing directors
Symmedia GmbH
and security
from Bielefeld has
officers from all
been developing
sectors of industry.
service solutions
“German
for the mechanical
industry is under
engineering
constant digital fire
sector since 1997.
from petty digital
The company’s
criminals, organised
digitalisation
crime and even
expertise, especially
statebacked
in the field of
hackers,” says
mechanical and
Bitkom President
plant engineering,
Achim Berg. “The
is strengthened
nature and scale of
by its alliance with
the cyberattacks is
Georg Fischer,
set to increase.”
a mechanical
One thing is
engineering
Protecting machine tools from cyberattacks - EMO Hannover 2019 showcasing solutions
certain, however:
company to which
for complex networked systems. In times of Industry 4.0, there are increasing data security
Cybercrime is
Symmedia has
demands on complex, networked systems
a worldwide
belonged since
Photo: Balluff
phenomenon that
2017.
does not stop at
“When it comes
national borders or at locked factory gates. It can happen
to handling sensitive data, any human negligence poses a
wherever people use computers, smartphones or other IT
security risk. An unnoticed cyberattack, the reckless multiple
devices.
use of passwords or the deliberate divulgence of confidential
Responding to security vulnerabilities and software bugs
data. Any human action can have major consequences and
The Balluff Group is a global player in the automation
cause significant damage,” says Schneider, listing just some of
sector. With its workforce of 4 000 employees the company
the more obvious risks.
offers a comprehensive portfolio of sensor, identification,
Echteler adds: “The risks which arise from internal threats
network and software solutions for all areas of automation.
should not be underestimated. Employees unthinkingly
Protecting against cybercrime is a key aspect in the
open email attachments which can be used to smuggle in
development and design of customer solutions.
viruses unnoticed, or they send critical company information
“Cybercriminals often use known vulnerabilities or bugs
in unencrypted form by email. Poorly protected or forgotten
in outdated software to gain access to a system. Promptly
maintenance access routines represent back doors that
installing updates and security patches considerably reduces
attackers can then use for their own purposes”.
the risk of cyberattacks,” says Philipp Echteler, IIoT Strategy
Firewalls that automatically conduct trustworthiness checks
Manager at Balluff.
Encryption mechanisms such as SSL or TLS must be
“Using versioned software and firmware and monitoring
deployed as standard in order to protect complex networked
these help create greater transparency. Avoidable dangers also
systems from manipulation and cybercrime. These encrypt all 
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data traffic between servers, computers and applications in
a network. Another common practice is to install a firewall
which checks the trustworthiness of all parties seeking access
to a computer in order to automatically protect it from attacks
or unauthorised access.
“Having separate production and office networks offers
additional security. Further recommendations include
minimising the number of network accesses and routing
the data stream via a central, monitored gateway. Potential
threats can often be identified at an early stage if data
and network traffic levels and individual nodes are also
continuously analysed,” says Echteler, citing further options
that can help increase security.
Solutions for data security in networked production
Balluff has established its own team of experts to offer
comprehensive consulting services to customers all over the
world. Some of the Balluff devices now also feature hardware
encryption based on the Trusted Platform module. In addition
to minimum requirements such as firewall protection,
Symmedia also uses HSM and TPM procedures (based on
so-called hardware security and Trusted Platform modules) to
ensure that only secure software is run.
“We also use a proprietary network protocol to provide
very high-level protection against unwanted access. It is
virtually impossible to hack into these connections,” says
Schneider.
The company uses a secure and workflow-based pointto-point link for digital service support. “The use of common
encryption, authentication and authorisation procedures
for client applications, servers and programming interfaces,
so-called APIs, is also a matter of course for us. In addition,
we offer many other security measures, including a PKI
(public key infrastructure)-based individual machine and user
certificate structure, password rules, the irreversible storage
of access data with up-to-date hash procedures and multifactor authentication,” continues Juliane Schneider.

company’s own IT staff also to run a cloud. This is a task for
suitably qualified specialists.”
Symmedia, on the other hand, offers its customers hybrid
solutions. “This gives our customers flexibility combined with
outstanding security. And this in turn gives them full data
sovereignty,” says Junior Product Manager Juliane Schneider.
“They can decide for themselves which data they want to
store centrally, for example in a cloud, and which is only to be
stored locally. We have found that our customers are open to
central solutions, but always want to be able to store specific
data locally, depending on how sensitive it is.”
Examples of data protection and security concepts at the
EMO
At the EMO Hannover 2019, Symmedia will be showcasing
a digital factory to demonstrate its software’s capabilities and
show its practical applications in daily production. There will be
live demonstrations, for example, of condition monitoring, alarm
scenarios and remote services. Visitors will also be able to find
out about predictive maintenance, data protection and security
concepts, and pick up information on the use of Symmedia
software across systems made by different manufacturers.
Balluff will be presenting productivity enhancement
solutions in the metalworking field. These include innovative
concepts for intelligent manufacturing systems. Chief among
these are a retrofit tool management system and solutions for
continuous machine tool process monitoring.
Author: Annedore Bose-Munde, specialist journalist
from Erfurt

Clouds and corporate clouds have a role to play
Another major point with regard to data handling is the
location of the data storage. Three in 10 companies (29 per
cent) use a cloud solution that is outsourced to a certified
data centre, either to achieve possible cost savings, to
relieve the strain on their own IT staff or to obtain greater
security. Another 10 per cent plan to do so and 28 per cent
are discussing this as an option. This is shown by the Digital
Office Index 2018, a representative survey of 1 106 Bitkom
companies with 20 or more employees. According to the
Index, fewer than three in 10 companies (28 per cent) state
that cloud hosting is of no concern to them. A comparison
of the different industries reveals that the mechanical
engineering and plant construction sector is the frontrunner
in this field. According to Bitkom, almost half of all companies
in this industry (46 per cent) are already using external cloud
service providers.
For Balluff, too, the public cloud is the first choice.
“Its high availability is attractive because its platforms are
replicated in independent, geographically distributed data
centres. Other advantages include its easy scalability, its
high level of security, its use of state-of-the-art technologies
and encryption, and its service continuity. These guarantee
that the solutions will work even in the event of negative
scenarios,” emphasises IIoT Strategy Manager Echteler.
“From experience we know that it is not possible for a
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EMO Hannover 2019

organisers VDW give journalists an
insight into what to expect at the show in
September 2019
Metalworking News takes part in EMO 2019 Press Preview.

M

ore than 80
international editors
and journalists from
over 30 countries were guests
of the VDW (Verein Deutscher
Werkzeugmaschinenfabrikenn
– German Machine Tool
Builders’ Association) at the
EMO Hannover 2019 Preview
held in Germany at the
Hannover exhibition grounds
on the 3rd and 4th July.
Metalworking News was one
of the invited press members
- the only one from Africa that had the opportunity to
meet with 38 exhibitors from

EMO Hannover 2019 takes place from 16 to 21 September 2019 in
Hannover, Germany

included Agathon, Albrecht
Präzision, Alpha Laser, AMF
Andreas Maier, Anderson
Europe, BP Europa SE, Castrol
Lubricants, Chiron Group, DMG
Mori, Doosan Machine Tools,
Ecoroll, Emag, Erasteel S.A.S.,
FFG Europe, Fischer Spindle,
Gefertec, Hainbuch, Heller,
Igus, Kapp Niles, Leistritz,
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik,
LMT Tool Systems, Matec,
Monforts, PCI-SCEMM,
Porta Solutions, Pro-Micron,
Schaeffler Technologies,
Schütte, Siemens, Soraluce,
Stark Spannsysteme, Toshulin,

“Visitors will experience live the benefits of what the standardised interface offers.
umati represents a quantum leap in the implementation of Industry 4.0 in
production. The use of a standardised interface will give machine tool users and
their customers a whole new dimension of benefits,” said Dr. Alexander Broos,
umati project manager and Head of Research and Technology at VDW
nine countries, mainly from the
machine tool, tool and component
building industries.
Themed ‘Smart technologies
driving tomorrow’s production,’
the world’s leading metalworking
trade show, EMO Hannover
2019 has over 2 100 registered
exhibitors from 47 countries that
will exhibit in an area exceeding
178 000m² (get your walking
shoes on), VDW said during the
preview event. The organisers say
that they are expecting around
130 000 visitors.
Those exhibitors that decided
to take part in the preview event
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Trumpf, United Grinding Group,
Schweiz, Vollmer Waldrich Coburg
and Xebec Technology.
“We are most encouraged
by the high level of interest
already being shown in the runup to EMO Hannover 2019. The
countdown has truly begun and
to build even more momentum
we invited journalists from
around the world to the preview
so as to get a first glimpse
of and write about the new
developments that visitors can
expect to see at EMO Hannover
2019 from 16 to 21 September

2019, from the exhibitors

EMO Hannover 2019 is taking it a step
further with the theme of ‘Smart technologies
driving tomorrow’s production’. The push
towards the Smart Factory was witnessed
during my visits to international exhibitions in
late 2018 and earlier this year where there
was a big emphasis placed by exhibitors on
digitalisation, artificial intelligence (AI) and
Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0 will once again be one of
the dominating themes at EMO Hannover
2019, and new concepts are emerging in all
areas for machines, components, controls,
measuring systems and material flows.
“We are convinced that EMO Hannover
2019 will be a hotspot for new offerings and
solutions for the smart factory,” said Dr.
Schäfer.
Cobots – Successful collaboration
between man and robot
Robotics and automation are among the
key technologies that give manufacturing
companies a competitive edge in the market.
Although robotics in the workplace has been
around for some time the emergence of cobots (collaborative
mobile robots) to work alongside humans has put another
perspective on automation.
Full automation with robots is a must going forward if
companies want their Smart Factories to operate at maximum
performance and productivity. The collaboration between
robots and machine has therefore attracted much attention.
As have humans working together with robots in factories.
Many tasks on the shop floor can now be automated by using
robots, which will help to reduce work-related losses as well as
contribute to the bottom line.
You can rely on robots not only for precision welding,
bending and cutting or for transporting and depositing,
to name a few, and you might say that they are good for
repetitive and mundane work and operations. However,
they are steadily generating increasing sales figures and
productivity for manufacturers and users just as reliably.
Along with the Industry 4.0 revolution, additive manufacturing
and digitalisation, robots are set to play a bigger role in
the manufacturing process. And that is even though their
huge, boundary-shifting period begun some time ago.
Because, soon enough, robots will use artificial intelligence
(AI) to catapult industrial production into spheres that were
previously unimaginable to us. The potential of an intelligent
and “sensitive” robot is immeasurable.
I expect an even bigger use of robotics and cobots at EMO
Hannover 2019, where you will find countless automation
solutions and collaborative robots on display aimed at
enhancing productivity.

Cobots - Successful collaboration between man and robot: EMO Hannover 2019 will be
showcasing robotic and automation solutions for manufacturers
Photo: Schunk

themselves,” said Dr. Wilfried Schäfer, Executive Director of
EMO organisers VDW.
The event adopted the EMO Hannover 2019 theme of
‘Smart technologies driving tomorrow’s production’ and
emphasised the importance of EMO as the world’s leading
trade fair for metalworking. EMO is also an information
platform for showcasing the future of production technology.
Accordingly, in his keynote speech at the Preview, Dr.
Anselm Blocher of the German Research Center for Artificial
Intelligence (DFKI) gave his views on ‘Industry 4.0: Hurdles
and opportunities in actual production’.
The press preview event also included a trip to the PZH
- Produktionstechniches Zentrum Hannover (The Hannover
Centre for Production Technology, an important research
centre for production engineering) where we were welcomed
by Dr. Benjamin Bergmann and Dr. Marc-André Dittrich of the
Institute of Manufacturing Engineering and Machine Tools.
This was followed by live presentations by students
completing their research on technologies such as artificial
intelligence for process monitoring, digitisation and
automation of the turbine blade repair process, sensitive
machine tool and digital twin for autonomous production,
augmented reality for quality control and intelligent grinding
process.
Digitalisation, Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things, AI,
machine learning, robotics
In recent years the manufacturing industry has witnessed
the dramatic progress of digitalisation and networking
typified by Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things as well as the
introduction of artificial intelligence and machine learning. As
a result the manufacturing industry environment is undergoing
huge changes.
The EMO Hannover 2017 theme of ‘Connecting Systems
for Intelligent Production’ allowed exhibitors to showcase
their smart solutions. What was evident was the increase in
technology with regards to the digitalisation of information
for manufacturing processes, automation, all with the aim
of improving production efficiency. Information gathered via
dimensional measurement and sensor technology in machine
tools for process monitoring and analysis with the objective of
maximising efficiency in manufacturing processes are all part
of the Industry 4.0 hype.
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IoT in Production
A new exhibition area dedicated to ‘IoT in Production’ in
Hall 9 will highlight all facets of Industry 4.0. This section
is reserved for individual exhibitors in the field of control,
software and automation technology. Established control
suppliers such as Beckhoff, Bosch, Fanuc, Heidenhain and
Siemens, but also engineering consortiums such as Adamos
and Axoom.
umati: Universal machine tool interface - an initiative for
networked production
The challenge of today’s automation philosophy is getting



your machines and devices to talk to each
other. There’s no better connection than that
of a common language, which is also true for
machine tools. The easier they exchange and
share information, the more efficient they are.
In the field of CNC machine tools, there is a
multitude of communication interfaces, profiles
and mechanisms for the integration of machine
tools into a production network. There are
standardised as well as manufacturer-specific
solutions to be found. This variety, just like
the lack of consistency of the standardisation,
currently leads to considerable effort in the case
of system networking.
In a joint effort, 17 partners and the VDW
created umati (universal machine tool interface).
It enables machine tools and peripherals to
Since 2017 umati has been on everyone’s lips in the international machine tool
connect to customer-specific IT ecosystems,
industry. What at first was designated rather vaguely as an interface standard is now
easy, secure, and seamless. umati is an open
being meaningfully firmed up. At the EMO Hannover 2019 several machine tool
standard for machine tool users throughout
manufacturers will be contributing to the umati Showcase
the world. It serves to exploit new potentials for
Photo: VDW/Chiron
manufacturing of the future.
umati is based on an OPC UA companion specification.
After launching the project in September
OPC UA is the ideal communication platform for different
2017 at EMO Hannover, machine tool builders Chiron, DMG
industrial devices due to its open data model. In addition,
Mori, Emag, Grob Werke, Heller, Liebherr Verzahntechnik,
umati realises customer or manufacturer specific mapping
Trumpf and United Grinding committed themselves to the
and transformation of parameters through standardised
working group. Application partners GF Machining Solutions,
configuration.
Pfiffner and control technology experts Beckhoff, Bosch
Rexroth, Fanuc, Heidenhain and Siemens share their knowExperience umati live at EMO Hannover 2019
how as well as the ISW at Stuttgart University, with their
At the EMO Hannover 2019 umati will be showing a
extensive OPC UA knowledge.
demonstration of the interface standard in a special show. 
Individual mapping and transformation based on OPC UA

Visitors can inform
MT 733 one plus machining
themselves about the
center and SmartLine
project in hall 9 and learn
software solutions.
how a central consolidation
DMG MORI will highlight
of the data on a demo
a variety of technologies
dashboard takes place.
including automation,
Implementations of the
digitisation and additive
common interface can
manufacturing. 27 of
be experienced at the
the 45 exhibits in Hall 2
project partners’ booths
(10 000m²) at the North
throughout the show. They
entrance will be presented
feature various machines
with automation solutions
and controllers, which
and these include the WH
connect to a variety of
CELL and the WH FLEX.
communication partners
Doosan Machine Tools
and the umati demo
will exhibit 21 high-end,
dashboard.
multitasking, multi-axis
“Around 50 machine
machine tools, including six
tool manufacturers from
new products, along with
all over the world will be
its automation solutions
Doomed to fail without AI? EMO Hannover 2019: Applying an ‘engineering
approach’ to the systematic use of artificial intelligence. Artificial
joining forces to show how
and Emag will have the
Intelligence uses a fully automatic laser system to
umati makes machine data
latest machine tools and
analyse the removal of cut sheet metal parts - initially
usable,” said Dr. Alexander
automation solutions, which
unsuccessfull, but ultimately successfull - and automates
Broos, umati project
will celebrate their world
the procedure using the resulting data
manager and Head of
premieres, on display.
Photo: Trumpf
Research and Technology
Not to be outdone the
at VDW.
FFG Group will occupy the
“Visitors will experience live the benefits of what the
entire hall 14 with 5 618m² of exhibition space. Heller will
standardised interface offers. umati represents a quantum
exhibit 4 and 5-axis machining centers, mill/turning centers
leap in the implementation of Industry 4.0 in production. The
and machines for crankshafts and camshafts and Kapp
use of a standardised interface will give machine tool users
Niles will present two developments of generating and profile
and their customers a whole new dimension of benefits,” said
gear grinding machines, high-precision analytical measuring
Broos.
machines as well as state-of-the-art solutions in the field of
connected technologies.
Additive manufacturing
Leistritz will present the whirling machine LWN 160 HP
Additive manufacturing has long been complementing
as a world premiere, Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH have
subtractive machining and is once again part of EMO.
promised to present numerous new products in the areas
According to VDW, more than 70 system providers, material
of gear technology and automation systems, LMT Tools will
suppliers, suppliers of accessories, software, 3D scanners
showcase an extension to its range of high-feed cutters
and production service providers have already registered to
and Monforts will present two new machines in the RNC
present the latest developments.
series. Schaeffler will be presenting a wide range of new
Visitors to EMO Hannover 2019 will undoubtedly
developments and Roemheld will focus on digitisation in
experience an innovation platform for metalworking machines,
applications with zero-point clamping systems.
solutions and services as well as solutions for digital
Soraluce will be focusing on their theme of #MadeForYOU,
production processes and automation for the metalworking
Trumpf will show how 3D printing can drive advances in
industry.
various industrial sectors and Vollmer will present its new
sharpening machines VHybrid 360 and VGrind 340S for the
Highlights to expect from some exhibitors at EMO
first time and grinding specialist United Grinding Group will
Hannover 2019
exhibit 15 machines for various applications and will also
Not many of the exhibitors revealed too much about what
showcase its Digital Solutions products within the stand.
they will be launching at EMO Hannover 2019. Alpha Laser
GmbH will be launching their mobile laser ALFlak with 900
EMO Hannover presenting topics on the future of
Watt laser power. AMF will present a new modular gripper with
industrial production
adjustable gripping forces. The gripping system for machine
EMO Hannover 2019 will be addressing all the productiontools has a shaft interface and is exchanged like a tool from
related challenges, from machine technology and IT solutions
the magazine.
through to the changing world of work. It will be highlighting
Castrol will launch their SmartControl, a real-time
how much more productive, efficient and flexible the next
condition monitoring system that puts the user in total
generations of machines will be. With many supporting
control of metal working fluid operations and a recyclable
events, it will show how networked production is increasingly
metalworking cleaning fluid Recyclable Castrol Techniclean
spreading to all areas. Order processing, production
XBC.
preparation and planning, manufacturing and logistics will all
The Chiron Group will unveil for the first time new
change. New functions and services are being created. And
machining centers from Chiron, Stama and Scherer, as well
the people working in industry need to be given the skills to
as new automation solutions and an extended software
perform these tasks. EMO will once again be a Mecca for
programme. For the first time you will see a double-spindle
international production technology and point the way for
Chiron DZ 25 P 5-axis with 800mm spindle distance,
development in the coming years.
automated and new variants of the 16 series, a new: Stama
For further details visit www.emo-hannover.de
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hyperMILL signs a cooperative
agreement with CFturbo
Integrates into turbo machinery design solution.

O

pen Mind Technologies AG has now announced a
cooperative agreement with CFturbo to provide a
complete design-to-manufacture workflow process
to produce turbo machines such as pumps, compressors,
turbines, fans and blowers. CFturbo is acknowledged as
an industry leader in the turbo machinery sector with its
design software that takes businesses from conceptual
design through to complete 3D model. The modern, powerful
software platform
for interactive
design enables the
end-user to start
from scratch or
re-design existing
geometries like
impellers, stators
and volutes. Now,
the collaboration
with Open Mind
Technologies
will enable
turbo machinery
Multi-blade machining
designers to take
their design concept
beyond the 3D model and through to complete CAM model for
production.
CFturbo incorporates functions and menu options to
convert its design output files into widely recognised design
platforms such as AutoCAD, SolidWorks, Siemens NX, Catia
and Inventor. With the collaborative agreement, CFturbo users

can now export design files into the hyperMILL® platform
to generate CAM files for streamlined design to production
workflows.
The collaboration will accelerate the product development
and production processes for designer and manufacturers,
while maintaining a high level of accuracy and consistency.
The CFturbo software platform provides an integrated and
streamlined approach to turbo machinery design that enables
users to rapidly
proceed from
conceptual design
through meshing
and 3D CAD
platforms and
onward to CFD and
FEA simulation,
complete CAE
workflows,
analysis and
testing and
validation. The
CFturbo is a modern, powerful software for cooperation with
Open Mind now
interactive design of turbo machinery
allows CFturbo
users to go
beyond simulation,
analysis and test validation through to complete CAM NC
programming for production purposes.
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Okuma president Yoshimaro Hanaki

recognised for his long-time contribution to
the growth of the machine tool industry

Y

oshimaro Hanaki, president and CEO
of Okuma Corporation, has been
awarded a Japanese medal of honour
entitled: The Order of the Rising Sun,
Gold Rays with Neck Ribbon. This award
honours and recognises Hanaki’s long-time
contribution to the growth of the machine
tool industry and the benefits that Okuma’s
activities have brought to society. The
award ceremony was held by the Japanese
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and
culminated with Hanaki meeting His Majesty
the Emperor at the Imperial Palace in Tokyo.
“I’m deeply pleased and honoured to receive this
prestigious award,” said Hanaki.
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“This honour does not simply reflect
on me personally, I’m very thankful for
the guidance, patronage and full support
which I have received from so many people,
as well as our domestic and international
customers. Special thanks also go to our
employees here and overseas.”
Medals of honour are awarded by the
Government of Japan to persons who
have significantly contributed to society.
Hanaki’s medal is for those who have made
distinguished achievements in international
relations, promotion of Japanese culture, advancements in
their field, developments in welfare or preservation of the
environment.

Sandvik acquires 30%
stake in Italy’s Beam IT

S

andvik has acquired a significant stake in Italian
metal additive manufacturing (AM) firm Beam IT to
strengthen the company’s offer in metal additive
manufacturing.
“The investment is also in line with Sandvik’s strategic
ambition to become a leading solution provider for the wider
component manufacturing industry,” the news release says.
Swedish company Sandvik recently announced it has
acquired a 30% stake in Beam IT, an Italy-based provider
of metal additive manufacturing services and 3D printed
end-use components for a range of industries, including
automotive, energy and aerospace.
Sandvik’s investment in the company, which could
increase over time per the terms of the agreement,
demonstrates the Swedish company’s intention to extend its
additive manufacturing business. Since 2013, the company
has increased its investments in additive manufacturing
technologies significantly, with a particular focus on Powder
Bed Fusion and Binder Jetting technologies.
“The investment in Beam IT will complement our existing
offer in additive manufacturing,” said Lars Bergström,
President of Sandvik Machining Solutions.
‘It is also in line with Sandvik’s strategic ambition to
become a leading solution provider for the wider component
manufacturing industry.”

Beam IT additive manufacturing facility
As a supplier of metal 3D printed components for a number
of industries, Beam-IT holds many quality certifications to meet
the needs of its customers, including AS 9100 for aerospace and
NADCAP approval. The company, which has over 20 years of AM
experience, currently operates over 20 powder bed fusion 3D
printers, two of which were recently acquired from SLM Solutions.
“The AM sector is developing fast and there is a need for
AM-specialist-partners with the advanced skills and resources
required to help industrial customers develop and launch
their AM programmes,” said Kristian Egeberg, President of the
Additive Manufacturing division in Sandvik. “With this investment
we provide our customers with the opportunity to access the
complementary and combined power of Sandvik and Beam IT.”
Mauro Antolotti, Chairman and founder of Beam IT, added:
“The demand for additively manufactured components is expected
to grow rapidly the coming years. In Sandvik, we have a very good
owner who can help us accelerate the growth and who can provide
us with leading materials expertise, development of high-quality
metal powder suited for all AM processes, as well as world-leading
post-processing know-how.”
Last year, Beam IT reportedly generated revenues of about
$7.5 million (70 million SEK). The company currently employs
38 people. Specific terms of Sandvik’s purchase price were not
disclosed.

FEIMEC 2020 –

Brazil international machinery and
equipment exhibition
New economic measures in Brazil promise to rejuvenate the economy and
favour the Latin American market.

T

he third edition of the machinery and industrial
equipment trade show FEIMEC will have even more
exhibition space than in previous years. Its official launch
occurs within a time moment of positive expectations for the
Brazilian market.
The exhibition will take place in Sao Paulo from 5 to 9 May
2020 and will have 700 exhibitors. The exhibition will occupy
62 000m² - 20 per cent more space than the previous edition
– and will take place at the Sao Paulo
Expo Exhibition and Convention Centre, the
largest and most modern exhibition centre
in Latin America.
The event is the only large-scale,
national exhibition in Brazil in 2020 and
will showcase the latest technologies and
products from diverse segments, such as
machinery and equipment, automation,
quality control and measurement, tools and
devices, welding and surface treatment,
machine tools, valves, pumps, compressor,
motors, gearboxes, drive systems and
other product segments related to the
value chain for the manufacturing industry,
as well as banks, service providers and
industry development agencies.
The trade show expects to receive 65
000 buyers and industry professionals (a
30 per cent increase from 2018) from a
diverse range of manufacturing industries,
such as metallurgy, automotive, auto parts,
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appliances, electronics, aerospace,
packaging, food and beverage,
pharmaceutical, cosmetics and
hygiene, oil and gas, paper and
pulp, mining, among others.
These attendees visit FEIMEC
in search of new solutions, new
technologies, and new suppliers,
and most of them are directly
responsible for purchase decisions
at their companies or play an
important role in the purchasing
process (85 per cent).
The innovative project Ideas
Park, a space dedicated to
presentations, workshops and
speaking sessions about topics
that have a direct impact on the
manufacturing sector today and in
the future, will maintain its focus
on the technical and professional
development of industry
professionals, as it has done in past
editions.
FEIMEC, recognised as the official exhibition for the
machinery and equipment industry, is an initiative of ABIMAQ
– Brazilian Machinery Builders’ Association – and Informa
Markets, and counts on the support of over 80 national and
international industry trade associations.
For further details visit www.feimec or
email feimec@informa.com

High-tech steel bike from
thyssenkrupp
Built by engineers. Made from Steel.

t

hyssenkrupp Steel has developed a high-tech steel racing
bike. Called steelworks, this impressive feat of engineering
has won the company this year’s ‘Best of the Best’ Red
Dot Design Award in the category Material & Surfaces. Of the
roughly 5 000 entries in 40 categories, the ‘Best of the Best’
award is presented only once in each category. The awardwinning steelworks bike will now go on display for a year in the
Red Dot Design Museum.
Advanced material opens new possibilities
The high-tech bicycle frame designed by thyssenkrupp
is made from dual-phase steel, an advanced, highly durable
steel that has a higher strength and stiffness than aluminum
and the forming capabilities of carbon materials. The
galvanized steel sheet is initially formed into two half tubes
which are then welded together in an automated, highprecision 3D laser welding process. This technology, otherwise
used only in the high-tech industry, produces virtually invisible
welds of consistent high-end quality for bicycle frames and
demonstrates the completely new design possibilities offered
by steel. The extremely high stiffness of the steel frame in

Source and photo: thyssenkrupp

the area of the
pedal bearings
ensures optimum power transmission and assists propulsion.
At the same time the high flexibility of the saddle tube and
the intrinsic damping properties of the material make for a
fatigue-free, comfortable ride.
Breaking with convention for top performance and
comfort
Modern bicycle frames are generally made from aluminum
tubes or carbon fiber laminates to achieve high stiffness,
though this inevitably comes at the cost of comfort. This was
the starting point for steelworks. “We took inspiration from
the diverse properties of steel. Without the high strength of
steel, the bionic design of the saddle tube would not have
been possible,” says Jia-Uei Chan, leader of the steelworks
project. Using thin steel sheet and state-of-the-art production
processes, steelworks breaks with the conventions of
customary frame manufacture to combine the otherwise
conflicting design demands of stiffness and comfort. The
bike will be available to buy from late summer 2019.
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Mazak to celebrate its
100th anniversary at EMO
Hannover 2019

I

n its centenary year, Yamazaki Mazak is heading to EMO
2019 with plans for its biggest ever stand, hosting the largest
number of machines and automation solutions ever exhibited
by the company.
The international trade fair for the metalworking industry,
EMO 2019 will see Mazak give seven machines their world
debuts, along with two further European debuts, with new
Integrex Multi-Tasking, 5-axis, hybrid and turning machines
among those on display.
Exhibiting under its EMO 2019 theme, ‘discover more
with Mazak’, Mazak will showcase 27 different machines in
total, two more than for EMO 2017, along with 16 integrated
automation solutions, on stand B52 in hall 27.
Richard Smith, European Group Managing Director at
Yamazaki Mazak, commented: “Our theme for this year’s
EMO, ‘discover more with Mazak’, speaks of our relentless
focus on productivity and is a call-to-action for machine users
to discover the true potential of their machining operations.
Never before have we committed to bringing so many
machines and different automation solutions to EMO.”
“This is truly a new Age of Discovery for machine users
who must think creatively and embrace new technologies and
ways of working. With Mazak as technology partners, machine
users can open up new markets, safeguard their competitive
positions and become better, faster and more productive,”
Smith continued.

The 3 000m²
Mazak stand will
be split into seven
separate zones
- Integrex multitasking, hybrid machining, 5-axis, laser, vertical machining,
turning and horizontals – with all 27 machines in live-cutting
action during the show. In addition, the Mazak stand will
feature demonstrations of Industry 4.0 solutions, including
Mazak iSMART factory and Smooth Technology.
Integrated automation will be a significant focus for
Mazak during EMO 2019, with a variety of different solutions
on display, including Palletech and Multi-Pallet Pool (MPP),
gantry loaders and the AWC Auto Work Changer. Also,
Mazak machines will be integrated with several third-party
automation providers, including machine tending and bar
feeder solutions.
“In this, the 100th year of our history, it is entirely fitting
that we are making our greatest ever contribution to EMO.
We have come a long way in 100 years, but our commitment
to improvement and the development of new technologies is
demonstrated by the most advanced machine list we have
ever brought to the show. I look forward to welcoming machine
users from across Europe to our stand,” concluded Smith.
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH
acquires Wenzel GearTec GmbH

L

iebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH, whose range of products
covers gear technology and automation systems, has
purchased all the shares of Wenzel GearTec GmbH,
a manufacturer of gear measuring machines. Since 2004
Wenzel GearTec GmbH, with its registered office in Karlsruhe,
Germany, has been focusing on the special area of gear
measuring technology.
Product range of Wenzel GearTec GmbH
Wenzel GearTec develops and sells gear measuring
machines, software and accessories in Karlsruhe, Germany.
The portfolio includes the WGT series, which represents
a large selection of 4-axis gear measuring machines. The
combination of high-precision measuring technology and
the specially developed Wenzel GearTec software for gear
measurement is designed to provide a high level of accuracy
when inspecting gears. The machines are used for various
applications, including in the automotive area, aerospace and
general mechanical engineering.
Extension of the product range by integration
Wenzel GearTec will be integrated into the organisation of
Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. A partnership with the Wenzel
Group was formed in 2015. The integration of gear measuring
machines in the Liebherr portfolio aims to offer customers
closed loop system solutions from a single source.
“We are satisfied with the range of products and concept
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of Wenzel GearTec
GmbH,” said
Dr. Christian
Lang, Managing
Director of Sales
and Marketing
at LiebherrVerzahntechnik GmbH.
“We are delighted that the negotiations were completed
swiftly and constructively. We can now include gear
measuring technology in our range and work together on the
technological development.”
“With the existing partnership Liebherr is already familiar
with our products and is therefore the ideal company for us to
advance and further develop gear measuring technology. We
are confident that our company is in good and stable hands,”
added Frank Wenzel, Managing Partner of Wenzel GearTec
GmbH.
All employees of Wenzel GearTec GmbH are retained.
For the time being, Wenzel GearTec GmbH will continue to
operate under its own name and as a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Liebherr-Verzahntechnik GmbH. The existing contracts
and legal relationships will remain in place. The locations in
Karlsruhe and Shanghai will also remain.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Organisers say wire 2020 and
Tube 2020 will be even bigger

30 March to 3 April 2020 – Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre will turn into the global information
and communication hotspot for the key players in the wire, cable and tube industries.

I

n 2020 the trade fair
heavyweights for these
industries will again bring
together some 2 600 exhibitors
on a total net space of 115
000m² in 15 exhibition halls.
The special benefit for the first
time will be the new multipurpose Hall 1, which holds up
to 10 000 people with its
12 027 m², that will offer Tube
exhibitors new presentation
options. More room also means
potential for more growth.
Exhibitors can now book even
bigger, versatile and digitally
equipped exhibition stands to present
themselves and their product portfolio
optimally. Furthermore, finished products
will be featured for the first time in the
ranges of wire 2020. Fasteners and
springs will be on display in Halls 16 and
17.

will be presented. Alongside
raw materials, machinery and
equipment the finished products
– fasteners, connectors and
industrial springs – will be on
show. This means that wire
Düsseldorf will be the new
information and order platform
for manufacturers, distributors
and buyers of screws, fasteners,
construction and fitting
components, and all types of
springs and bent wire parts
from 2020.

wire 2020
In 2020 wire will be presented in
Halls 9 to 12 and 14 to 17. On show will
be machinery and equipment for wire
manufacturing and wire processing,
process engineering tools and auxiliaries,
materials, fiber optic technologies, special
wires and cable as well as innovations
from the area of measuring, control and
automation technology.
In addition to wire and cable
machinery manufacturers, wire and cable
products, and dealers in Halls 9 to 12 and
14 to 17, mesh welding machines will be
exhibited in Hall 15. They face logistics
with demanding challenges
since this heavy machinery
requires especially thick
cables in the supply ducts to
be installed and connected to
supply the power needed for
operation.
In Hall 13 Chinese
exhibitors will again be
showcasing their wire and
cable solutions under the
heading meet China’s
expertise.
In Halls 16 and 17 for the
first time the complete value
chain for fasteners and springs
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Tube 2020
The entire process chain of the tube
industry will be presented at Tube 2020
– in a focused and consistent manner in
Halls 1,3,4, 5, 6, 7.0 and 7a.
The extensive ranges include
machinery and equipment for tube
manufacturing, tube treatment and
processing as well as raw materials, tubes
and accessories, second-hand machinery,
process engineering tools, auxiliaries
plus measuring, control, automation and
inspection technology. These ranges
are complemented by tube and pipeline
trading, OCTG- technology as well as
profiles, machines and plastic tubes.
Tube manufacturers and distributors
are located in Halls 1, 3 and 4 and
therefore have ample space to exhibit
their machines, equipment and products
extensively. Following on from these halls
are the tube processors in Halls 5, 6 and
7a. In Hall 7.0 pooled tube competence
from China can be found with the slogan
meet China’s expertise.
The trade fair duo wire
and Tube expects in excess
of 70 000 visitors from some
130 countries in 2020.
For current information on
the two trade fairs visit their
web portals at: www.wiretradefair.com and
www.tube-tradefair.com
Satellites in Russia, Brazil,
China, Thailand, India and
the USA form part of the
portfolio of the metals and
flow technologies trade fairs
organised by Messe Düsseldorf.

80 machines displayed at

Doosan International Machine Tool Fair 2019

D

oosan Machine Tools hosted
a record number of attendees
from 50 countries at the 2019
edition of the Doosan International
Machine Tool Fair (DIMF) held recently
in Changwon, South Korea. A total
of 80 machines were displayed,
including 38 new or upgraded models.
Visitors got to see not only a large
number of the company’s machine
tools, but a variety of progressive
offerings that can help them build
complete manufacturing systems.
These included robotics,
automation technologies, pallet
systems, tower RPS systems,
controls, software and much more.
These in-depth demonstrations
made it readily apparent that
Doosan can enhance quality and
production for applications that
range from the smallest bearings
to massive aerospace structures.
Some of the featured machines

The DVF 5000 + AWC, a compact 5-axis
vertical machining center

The Doosan Puma III + ATC turning center

on display included the Puma
SMX5100 multifunction mill-turn
machine, the new HFP 1540 5-axis
horizontal profiler for aluminium
aerospace structures, the DVF
5000 + AWC, a compact 5-axis
vertical machining center (VMC),
the DVF 6500 + LPS-The DVF 6500
5-axis VMC, the DVF 8000 a larger
5-axis machining center, the Puma
SMX5100L multi-tasking machine, a
Puma TT1300SYY twin spindle, dual
Y-axis turning center, the pallet NHP
5000 + tower-style RPS and the Puma
700LM III + ATC turning center.
The machines shown at DIMF
featured a variety of control systems,
including Doosan's CUFOS (Customised
User-friendly Flexible Operating System)
a PC-based control.
For further details contact Puma
Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit
www.pumamachinetools.co.za
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PRODUCT

REVIEW

GF Machining Solutions’
AgieCharmilles Cut P Series

GF

Machining Solutions’
AgieCharmilles Cut P
Series of wire EDM
machines provides users with
precise positioning and contouring
capabilities for high part quality and
productivity.
The Cut P 350/550/800/1250
machines feature efficient digital
power generators, robust designs
and intuitive human-machineinterfaces (HMIs), as well as several
automation options for lights-out
and unattended operations.
With Intelligent Power Generator
(IPG) technology, the EDMs deliver
surface finishes as good as Ra
0.10µm and boost cutting speeds
by up to 20% over previous models.
Several ‘Expert’ systems further
optimise the IPG’s (generator) cutting performance, especially
for challenging applications.
The Power-Expert software module monitors and changes
power levels required when the machine is cutting parts with
variable heights.
The system protects the parts from unstable conditions
while the machine maintains high cutting speeds.
Simultaneously, this system controls the spark parameters
during finish operations to provide high-quality surface
finishes on variable-height parts. This maximises part finishes
and significantly reduces the need for secondary benchwork.
Regardless of workpiece height, the Wire-Expert system
dynamically controls wire wear to achieve continuous and
consistent geometrical accuracy from all directions.
For part profile accuracy, Profil-Expert automatically
adapts the machining parameters and the cut path for rough
and skim passes to provide excellent control of fine details
and to ensure positioning and contour accuracies of ±2µm,
while Taper-Expert technology cuts angles from 0 to 30° (45°
as an option) to maximum Z heights.
Taper-Expert corrects shifts of the Z-reference position in
real time, even when the taper angle is changing. The taper
angle is also held to within 10 seconds on average, providing
taper accuracy and geometry reference accuracy throughout
the taper cut.
The fixed tables on the machines provide rigidity and
stability that ensure accuracy when machining heavy
workpieces.
Integrated temperature regulation (thermal compensation)
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systems consistently maintain
temperatures within ±0.2°C, which
guarantees repeatability over long
periods of time. However, in shops
where the ambient temperature
fluctuates throughout the day, a
thermostability option provides an
extra layer of temperature control
protection from thermal effects on
machine axes.
The machines also feature
GF Machining Solutions’ collision
protection technology (ICP) in the
X, Y, U, V and Z-axes that prevents
potential machine damage and
eliminates costly down time and
maintenance, even at maximum axis
travel speeds of 3m/minute.
The Windows-based AC CUT HMI
2 user interface on the machines
simplifies file management and maximises operator efficiency
with its 19-inch, touchscreen and i7 CPU technology.
This system also supports intuitive programming directly
on the control as well as imported CAD/CAM files with
built-in AC CAM Easy CAD/CAM software. The EDM series
is also ready for the Internet of Things/Industry 4.0 with
eConnectivity features that connect the machine to larger
shop management systems for effective monitoring and
increased machine utilisation.
New automation solutions, including Automatic Slug
Management (ASM), Automatic Slug Welding (ASW) and
Renishaw probing systems, reduce processing time by up to
20% in lights-out operations.
Additionally, the Cut P 350 and 550 machines can
integrate with robots such as the System 3R WorkPartner
1+ that automatically loads and unloads parts for a single
machine or within a two-machine automation cell that doubles
machine production capacities.
With more than 600 dedicated, pre-programmed cutting
processes, the machines optimise production for electronics,
automotive, medical and mould tool and die manufacturers.
The machines can be used to machine parts ranging from less
than 1mm up to 800mm in height, weighing up to 6 000kg
made of a host of materials from steel, carbide and copper to
aluminium, titanium and graphite.
Wires are available in 0.1mm, 0.15mm, 0.2mm, 0.25mm,
0.3mm and 0.33mm diameters.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

TaeguTec’s large selection of

cutting tools machine any material
quickly and efficiently
Drilling for success in South African industries.

S

outh Africa’s established and diversified manufacturing
sector has grown to become a viable player with
strong potential to compete in the global economy.
Manufacturing is dominated by several key industries, out of
which, TaeguTec has supplied the most advanced state-of-theart cutting tools and tooling services to South African industries
such as automotive, mould and die, metals and electronics.
Due to the rainbow nation’s diversified industries TaeguTec
offers a myriad of tools capable of cutting costs and increasing
productivity on any material.
One of the most important areas of manufacturing is
holemaking and TaeguTec offers several options for companies
looking to perform efficient drilling operations no matter if the
factory relies upon the speed of production, the amount of
savings shops are targeting, the materials being drilled or a
combination of all these factors.
One of the industry’s favourite choices when it comes
to drilling into everything from alloy steel to stainless steel
is TaeguTec’s DrillRush - a versatile indexable drill that is
constantly being expanded to provide dependable, optimal
hole drilling performances on any material.
The various DrillRush
geometries and sizes such
as 1.5xD, 3xD, 5xD, 8xD
and 12xD not only increase
productivity but improve on
tool life due to its reinforced
edges and
coating, which are
suitably designed
for optimal chip
control and hole
quality on any
material.
TaeguTec
recently
introduced two new sizes; The
12xD drill that produces deep
holes accurately, repeatedly and
economically and the DrillRush 6mm
to 6.9mm diameter range drill heads,
which were designed to handle
1.5xD, 3xD and 5xD drilling depths.
All DrillRush products eliminate
the need to remove the entire drill
from the spindle in order to replace
the head, a process that shortens
cycle times and substantially increases productivity.
For producing cost effective large diameter holes,
TaeguTec’s SpadeRush, a recently introduced line of high
productivity head changeable drills for large diameter hole
making that stays within the cycle times necessary to be
competitive due to its optimised cutting edge and unique rigid
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clamping system, generates
higher productivity and
outstanding performance.
Available as a standard
drill in 3xD and 5xD for a
diameter range of 26mm to

41mm, the SpadeRush’s unique clamping technology enables
operators to quickly change drill heads without removing the
clamping screw from the holder.
For cost effective machining and higher productivity,
the TopDrill line has been built to satisfy a growing market
demand for flexibility and excellent performance. Also, its
true 4-corner
inserts are
suitable for
both internal
and external
pockets,
reduces
inventory and
promotes cost
reduction.
From top to bottom, the TopDrill has been built for
improved tool life and is equipped with a new insert grade for
enhanced durability.
Last but not least is the newest member of TaeguTec’s
drilling family, the TwinRush - a product that guarantees
excellent performance and high productivity on large diameter
holes.
The noticeable feature of the
TwinRush joins together a centring
insert with a pair of precise square
inserts on either side in order to
combine two different drill types
onto one drill body and protects
them with TaeguTec’s TT9080
PVD multi-layered coated grade.
By doing so, this double effective
design increases productivity.
Whatever the case may be,
TaeguTec in South Africa offers a total drilling solution that is
catered to machine shops’ specific needs in order to gain that
competitive edge.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

Gühring’s SpyroTec - 90° spiral

countersinks with convex cutting edges

C

ountersink tools have been around
the engineering environment for what
seems like forever. Gühring has gone
to the trouble of reinventing some very old
technology and put a new spin on it with new
convex cutting edge and a special coating.
Due to the completely new geometry of
the cutting edges and the flute form Gühring
has developed the outstanding countersink
Spyrotec. The axial and radial forces that
occur during countersinking operations are
strongly reduced due to the newly developed
geometry of the SpyroTec cutting edges.
Also with hand drills an easy and convenient
countersinking is guaranteed. Due to convex
different radii of the cutting edges with variable
helical pitch they provide a stable and lowvibration countersinking process. Round,
precise and chatter-free countersinking is
guaranteed.
This new addition to Gühring ’s extensive line of
holemaking tools are 90º countersinks designed with a spiral
fluted, variable pitch, convex cutting edge, resulting in less
vibration and improved hole quality.
SpyroTec’s newly developed cutting geometry significantly
reduces the axial force by 60% and radial force by 50%.
The specially designed TiAIN coating ensures a higher
wear resistance and high-temperature hardness which

guarantee longer tool life of nearly all
materials and applications. The titanium
aluminium coating stands out for its high level
of hardness and good thermal resistance.
Versatile designs for universal application
The Gühring SpyroTec countersink by
Gühring is available from stock in all major
designs: The complete range includes a
version with a straight shank, a version with
a 3-surface shank for feeding into 3-jaw
chucks and an extra-long version for bridging
interfering contours. Gühring also offers sets
containing the most popular sizes for the
versions with the straight shank and 3-surface
shank.
Convex cutting edges
Three different convex cutting edges in
combination with three unequal helix angles enable extremely
stable and low-vibration cutting processes without any chatter
marks. The 5% cobalt-alloyed, high-speed steel makes the tool
highly resistant to heat and tempering, giving it a long service
life. The tool’s cutting material allows it to be used for almost
every material.
For further details contact Gühring Cutting Tools South
Africa on TEL: 087 015 0200 or 041 372 2047 or visit
www.guhring.com

Ermaksan 4kW Fibermak

Momentum GEN-4 fiber laser
Can be seen at EMO Hannover 2019.

E

rmaksan has launched its new generation G Force series
laser cutting machine the 4kW Fibermak Momentum
GEN-4 and will be exhibiting the machine at EMO
Hannover 2019.
The Fibermak Momentum GEN-4, a 4th generation
model, is built for long-life with precision components and its
rigid construction. It is able to work continuously delivering
precisely cut components in the most severe conditions. At
EMO 2019, the Fibermak Momentum Gen-4 series servo
motor model will be promoted with a 3m x 1.5m table size,
the company’s ER 4.0 software and complemented with its
own EON series YGL4000 fiber laser source.
The Fibermak Momentum GEN-4 is designed with the
servo motor concept. A machine
equipped with servo motors can
reach up to 4G acceleration
because of its rigid bridge and
as a result of dynamic analysis
performed and its perfect design,
says Ermaksan. Thanks to the
4G high acceleration great
advantages are provided while
switching between components.
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The company says that because of the advantage of the 4G
acceleration of G Force production time is decreased and
productivity increased by an average 30%.
The more complex the part to be processed, the greater
the productivity. And with a 4 kW power source, it is able
to cut 20mm mild steel steel and 12mm stainless steel.
Manufactured by using long-life and high-quality components,
together with its strong body structure, the Fibermak
Momentum GEN-4 is designed to operate continuously and
precisely even under the most severe conditions.
Low operating costs, optimised work flow and flawless
cut quality make the Ermaksan Momentum Gen4 fiber laser
a profitable commercial asset. Ermaksan’s ability to produce
high performance products
at competitive costs has
positioned them amongst the
elite machinery manufacturers
worldwide. Ermaksan says the
machine’s design has been
recognised with Good Design,
Reddot and If Design awards.
For further details visit
www.ermaksan.com.tr

Web users can customise tools and
monitor equipment utilisation using new
online service - Sandvik Coromant

C

ustomers of Sandvik Coromant can now customise
a cutting tool online without having to speak with a
company sales representative. As a result, the time to
place an order for customised tooling solutions is reduced
substantially, which in turn reduces overall tool delivery time.
Many manufacturers can benefit from using cutting
tools that are not available ‘off-the-shelf’. The most common
example is when a specific, non-standard hole diameter
is specified. Producing such a feature typically entails an
initial drilling operation followed by boring to the required
size. However, by applying a small modification to an existing
off-the-shelf drill, the manufacturer could create the hole
according to specification using just one drill.
Previously, the process of quoting and ordering
customised solutions had only been available either by
downloading, completing and sending a physical form,
or with the assistance of a Sandvik Coromant sales
representative. As of April 2019, however, any registered
Sandvik Coromant web user can log in and start using
the newly developed feature in their browser for free. The
user can click through a few guided steps to customise a
standard cutting tool to match specific requirements. In the
final step of the process, the user simply places the order.
“The world of manufacturing is changing, with
increasing need for greater flexibility in tooling. This trend
also impacts on cutting tool suppliers. Offering customised
cutting tools demands the development of advanced
processes, and making this customisation option available
to all our customers is a bold move, but one we know offers
multiple benefits,” said Brian Davis, Manager Global Sales
Processes, Sandvik Coromant.
Clearly, a faster tool customisation process translates
directly into faster tool delivery, all without losing time in
conversation with sales representatives. Further advantages
include the availability of a larger number of products on the
web (beyond standard products), while there also exists new

Customers of Sandvik Coromant can now customise a cutting tool
online without having to speak with a company sales representative
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potential to review any customised products sent via the
sales representative.
As well as drills, the new online service applies to
parting and grooving, milling and tooling systems products.
For more information please visit www.sandvik.
coromant.com/en-gb/products/pages/customized-tools.aspx

An online view of a customised tool

Digital solution delivers monitoring of equipment
utilisation to drive workshop productivity improvements
Using digital solutions for monitoring of equipment
utilisation makes workshops far more efficient and
profitable than would otherwise have been possible,
which is why Sandvik Coromant has introduced CoroPlus®
MachiningInsights. More than a monitoring system, the
solution gathers data, calls attention to issues and provides
the insights required to take action. It is an easily attainable
step for manufacturers that are looking to reduce waste in
production and make a smooth transition into a digital way
of working.
Sandvik Coromant strives to identify where
improvements can be made, and this digital solution was
developed in recognition that a machine that stands idle is
not making money. For many manufacturers and workshops,
knowing when a machine has stopped, and identifying
the underlying reason for the stoppage, can be a major
challenge and digital solutions are creating new possibilities
to overcome this issue. Replacing the traditional ways of
manual tracking, manual data aggregation and manual time
studies, collecting data directly from a connected machine
tool as well as from operators makes it possible to visualise
the machine and even tool utilisation levels and create
improvements within the factory.
Manufacturers are able to make substantial efficiency
gains from this digital solution through the ability to analyse
equipment utilisation and act to optimise production
processes. The analysis itself is facilitated by digital
connectivity and by adding the capability of operator input
into the system. Sandvik Coromant has ensured there are
also opportunities for increased collaboration and greater 

Using digital solutions for monitoring of equipment utilisation
makes workshops far more efficient and profitable than would
otherwise have been possible

efficiency by combining data from the operator with data from
the machine.
Transparency is ensured through the visualisation being
carried out online and, therefore, accessible by a web browser.
This means there is no need for a complicated IT project to
get up and running and there is a rapid and simple method
of incorporating digital manufacturing intelligence into a
production site to drive improvements.

Sandvik Coromant has introduced CoroPlus® MachiningInsights

Sandvik Coromant is introducing the CoroPlus®
MachiningInsights digital solution for visualisation of workshop
efficiency.
For more information, visit coroplus.sandvikcoromant.com
You can also contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 010 500 2295 or Mary-Ann Haylett on
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com
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Amada’s Ventis is the first fiber laser
cutting machine with LBC technology
for enhanced stainless steel and
aluminium processing

A

mada’s new Ventis-3015AJ is the first fiber laser cutting
machine to feature the company’s LBC (Locus Beam
Control) technology, which improves both processing
quality and productivity in stainless steel and aluminium. In
combination with a newly developed, high-brightness, single
diode module 4kW fiber laser oscillator, LBC Technology sets a
new world standard for laser profiling.
In conventional fiber laser cutting systems, energy density
reduces as material thickness increases, leading to a lack of
efficiency and the need for defocussing the beam. Conversely,
the use of LBC Technology, which is a world first for the lasercutting market, offers flexible beam pattern control matched
to each application, while retaining high-efficiency cutting
and high energy density. Defocussing is therefore no longer
required. In short, LBC Technology can freely manipulate the
laser beam to create an infinite number of locus patterns that

performance levels, in tandem with lower energy consumption,
can reduce processing costs by up to 75% in some instances.
Quality mode, as the name suggests, improves surface
roughness and resultant dross levels. Cut quality is assured
by reducing surface roughness by approximately 50%
when compared with a conventional machine, while dross
is minimised to less than 10μm. Recent trials at Amada’s
facility in Japan showed 15mm stainless steel to be drossfree after cutting. This outcome means that users can
eliminate secondary operations such as deburring and reduce
processing costs. Moreover, even though operating in Quality
mode, the trial was run at a cutting speed faster than a
standard 4kW fiber laser cutting machine.
Finally, Kerf Control mode enables long-term stable
processing during automated system operation. By controlling
the locus beam, the kerf width can be controlled to 2.3 times

are advantageous to cutting performance.
For manufacturers of conventional fiber laser systems, the
only way to negate the loss of energy density is to increase
the power output of the laser oscillator, but this comes at a
cost, both in terms of purchase price and greater electricity
consumption. In contrast, the new Ventis, with its specially
developed, single diode module 4kW oscillator and LBC
technology can reduce electricity bills by 30%.
LBC Technology equipped Ventis-3015AJ has three primary
functions: Productivity mode, Quality mode and Kerf-Control
mode.
In Productivity mode, users can realise a significant
improvement in throughput when cutting stainless steel and
aluminium with nitrogen. For instance, when processing
stainless steel, the Ventis with LBC technology will prove
twice as fast as using a conventional 4kW fiber laser cutting
machine, while aluminium will be 2-3 times faster. These

wider than general fiber lasers. In fact, the system is able to
control kerf width for optimal efficiency based on the material
type and thickness being processed. The result is consistent
part removal and long, stable processing during operation.
No longer will laser-cutting shops have to struggle with
components stuck within the sheet because the part picker
cannot deal with the narrow kerf width.
Offering 3 070mm by 1 550mm by 100mm in the X, Y
and Z axes respectively, the new Amada Ventis is powered by
the company’s proprietary AMNC 3i control. The most notable
gains from the integrated LBC Technology are available on
stainless steel up to 20mm thick, and aluminium up to 18mm.
Ventis can also be used for processing many other materials,
including mild steel (up to 25mm), brass (10mm) and copper
(8mm).
For further details contact Amada Johannesburg on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or visit www.amada.co.jp
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Iscar’s round tool concepts:

Indexable, solid or even both

I

ndexable or solid - which design concept
manufacture such a tool by grinding. These
of a rotating cutting tool is better? As in
constraints lead to a substantially higher tool
many subjects of technology, there is no
cost. By contrast to the indexable tool, the
absolute answer to this question. However, a
cutting edge of the solid tool is sharper but less
definite answer does exist if the advantages
strong.
and disadvantages of both concepts are
The machined surface dimensions may
considered according to specific conditions.
dictate which concept should be applied to an
An assembled tool carrying removable
operation. For example, for drilling a hole of
indexable inserts, a concept that has become
3mm in diameter a solid drill will be used. Aside
common in industry since the 1960s, requires
from this dimensional aspect, the following
cutting capabilities only from one of its
principles characterise correct tool selection.
components - the insert. The cutter body acts
For heavy cuts (usually rough or semi rough),
Indexable insert T890 with
as a holder for inserts of a specific shape
featuring significant cutting force and power
complex shape
produced from different hard-to-machine tool
consumption, an indexable tool is the preferred
materials (for example, various cemented
solution. If an operation features light cuts and
carbide grades, cubic boron nitride (CBN),
demands high accuracy and surface finish, a
cermet etc.), while the body itself is made
solid tool is required.
mainly from steel.
The past few years have seen a dramatic
The inserts can differ in their chip
change in this logical and traditional concept.
forming surface, to generate the necessary
The search for new solutions to improve
cutting geometry. Clamping the insert, which
productivity, combined with advances in
features the geometry and material suitable
machine tool engineering, has engendered
for cutting the workpiece, in the body results
efficient cutting strategies and appropriate
in an optimal cutting tool for the workpiece.
machines. A significant number of modern
The insert possesses several cutting edges.
machines have less power but far higher speed
If one edge is worn, it is simply replaced by
drives and advanced computer numerical
Ceramic endmill
indexing the insert by means of rotation or
control units for high speed machining,
reversing. The indexable principle ensures
performed by a small-diameter tool moving at
cost-beneficial utilisation of the tool material.
optimal trajectory for constant tool loading. This
The insert is formed by powder metallurgy
step, together with progress in regrinding and
technology to produce the unique shape of
recoating technologies, represented a second
the chip forming surfaces, whereas obtaining
wind for solid tool use by opening up new
this shape by other technology methods is
options in rough machining. Advances in tool
extremely difficult or even impossible, and an
materials have increased the hardness level of
exceptionally strong cutting edge capable of
machine workpieces. Today, for example, solid
standing up to heavy loading.
carbide endmills, operated by high speed milling
At the same time, an indexable tool has
technique, are capable of successfully cutting
definite disadvantages. Firstly, accuracy is
hard steel up to HRC 65.
lower compared with a solid cutter. Secondly,
Tool manufacturers recognised the
the tool diameter cannot be relatively small
advantages of combining both solid and
(for example, less than 8mm to 10mm).
indexable concepts into a single design to
Drill with exchangeable
Reducing the diameter leads to diminishing
meet the latest developments. Iscar’s popular
carbide head (tool shown in
centre)
the size of all assembly components,
Multi-Master and ChamDrill tool families are
including the insert and its clamping elements
representative of this beneficial combination.
(usually a screw), which have a natural
Both lines feature tools with exchangeable
dimensional barrier. In addition, the insert cutting edge is
cutting heads made from solid carbide. In the Multi-Master
strong but not as sharp as that of a solid tool. For machining
tool range, which was introduced in 2001, a cutting head can
soft materials, like copper, commercially pure titanium or
be mounted in different bodies, and a body can carry different
aluminium, which require a sharp edge, additional edge
heads. This ‘indexable solid’ principle enables over 40 000
grinding needs to be performed.
possible tool configurations.
The main advantage of a ground solid tool is its high
So, which concept is better? The industry requires both
precision: In average one quality grade higher than that of
types of cutting tool, depending on technology processes. The
an indexable cutter. A solid tool cannot be indexed but it is
ratio of indexable tools to solid and ‘indexable solid’ tools
suitable for regrinding.
in today’s market is estimated at 1:1, which indicates how
Like an indexable cutter, a solid tool also has dimensional
cutting tool development is progressing in both directions.
limitations that relate to the tool cost. As opposed to the
But technology advances and improvements in processing will
indexable concept, the solid tool cannot be relatively large
make tool requirements, whether solid or indexable, more and
in diameter. Usually the diameter of the solid tool does not
more demanding.
exceed 25mm in overall length. This type of tool demands
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
significantly more tool material and it takes more time to
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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Four mistakes made when integrating
nesting products with 3D CAD systems SigmaNest

G

etting nesting
software to
talk to your 3D
CAD software can be
a challenge. Once an
integration has taken place,
there is often a need for
small design changes. After
making the design changes
many designers forget to
acknowledge the impact of
their alterations. On top of
that, many companies don’t
review or question their
designers work because
they operate under the
notion that the designer
is king. Ignoring the changes can have a disastrous effect
on your production process. Many of these integrations rely
heavily on the 3D CAD API and design intent of the 3D model.
Therefore, not acknowledging design changes would affect
the nesting software’s ability to fully understand what you
are trying to create. To make your integration smoother after
design changes, avoid these four common mistakes.
Designing in a multi-body environment
Multibody design can be an amazing thing. There are
simply less files to worry about, revision control is nice, and
files are easy to share across networks. Designers need to
be aware of the limitations of multi-body design. One big
drawback is that you do not have access to grain information.
In a 3D ‘workspace’ you can only specify one coordinate
system. This coordinate system tells the software which
direction the geometry is orientated - X, Y or Z. This occurs
on a part level and is not connected to the individual bodies
within it. In the sheet metal world, grain is usually measured
in the X and Y direction. Since multi-body parts have multiple
bodies in different directions and only one coordinate
system this concept simply does not work. In today’s design
environment, users must consider the regular assembly design
if they desire automation between software. Otherwise it’s
going to be a manual process which will cost you more money
and man hours.
Calling support too soon
Before you call support with new issues, let’s take a step
back and assess the situation. Not all nesting solutions have
the same capabilities which, is also the same for importing
3D files. Some nesting packages will only import geometry,
leaving out other desired features like material, thickness
and quantity. Let’s take it to the next level. Maybe a user
needs custom part properties and to exclude/include parts,
or sub-assemblies or even multi-body items. Maybe a user
needs a specific configuration of a file. Perhaps a user needs
to create a BOM and create a work order at the same time
while excluding specific geometry and making sure the correct
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configuration imports. Wow,
suddenly we have a lot of
things going on. Hopefully,
you get the idea, the more
settings you add the longer
it will take to process.
Also, make sure you fully
understand the settings you
are using, in many cases
you might not be using them
correctly. Which could result
in longer processing times.
Our suggestion is to read
the help file and then call
support with questions.
Importing large part assemblies
While importing large assemblies is a valid workflow, it
isn’t the most efficient way to get the job done. Assuming all
the parts are valid flat parts, your processing time could be
20 minutes or more. The question you need to ask yourself
is: “How much are you paying someone to sit there and watch
a computer process?” Some nesting companies offer batch
import solutions. If you find yourself with large assemblies with
a nesting solution but no batch support, you should probably
jump ship. The lack of batch support is costing your company
a tremendous amount of time and money. Batch processes
can be running on servers or overnight which could save you
time and money. Additionally, if you are using a PDM system a
nesting solution can automatically import parts based on the
release status of the file.
Rushing design intent
Every designer is guilty of this on some level. Trying to rush
something out to the shop floor in order to get it manufactured
on time. Let’s consider this basic scenario. You are working on
a cabinet and instead of using the mirror function on the left
panel to make the right panel, you copy the left panel to make
the right panel. These panels have multi depth holes on the far
side and through holes. You send this to the nesting person,
and they import the part/assembly. They see ‘Part A’ with a
quantity of two. They proceed to nest the parts and send the
programme to the router. Once the part is cut it will probably
go through a few other operations like painting. In many cases
your error is not caught until the quality assurance phase.
The CAD designer did not mirror the left panel. Therefore, the
nesting software did not recognise that the parts are different.
Design intent can be the difference between making or losing
money on each order. A good nesting solution will consider
your design intent when importing. In addition, you may want
to consider how you could improve your design intent to better
complement your nesting solution, doing so could reduce
processing time and place more money in your pocket.
For further details contact Mecad Systems on
TEL: 012 645 4300 or visit www.mecad.co.za

Sumitomo’s AC4000K series turning
grades for cast iron features
technologies for longer tool life

S

umitomo AC4010K and AC4015K series turning grades
for cast iron feature recently developed technologies
that result in a longer and stable tool life. Consisting
of a smooth cutting edge treatment, the AC4000K Series’
use of high adhesion technology drastically improves peeling
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resistance. In addition, crystal orientation control technology
provides double the wear resistance during high-speed
machining compared with conventional products. The residual
stress control technology of the AC4000K Series further
contributes to wear resistance.
Recommended for the precision cutting of gray cast
iron, the extra-thick coating of the AC4010K Grade allows
for ultra-high speed machining (vc = 2,300 SFM). Its special
surface treatment provides more than twice the compressive
stress and two times the chipping resistance compared with
conventional products.
Recommended for the general purpose cutting of ductile
cast iron, the high-adhesion and high-strength coating of the
AC4015K Grade provides longer and stable tool life.
The wide range of applications for the AC4010K Grade
includes cast iron brake discs and flywheels and ductile iron
gear cases. Chipbreaker selection includes the EGU for low
rigidity work, the ENZ for general finishing, the EGZ for extra
cutting edge strength and the EME for strong and sharp highfeed cutting.
For more information contact Carbide Solutions and
Innovations on TEL: 011 392 2000

Widia Victory X-Feed Series
of high-feed end mills

W

idia-branded X-Feed tooling was created as an
application-specific portfolio to remove as much
material as possible in the shortest amount of
time, using a shallow depth of cut to achieve higher MRR
and boost productivity.
The impressive Widia Victory X-Feed Series of highfeed end mills has now been extended to cater for the
machining of stainless steel and heat resistant alloys.
The extension provides manufacturers that machine
challenging materials with all the benefits the 70NS
demonstrates on steel, cast iron and a host of other
material types.
Already a proven performer on a wide variety
of materials, the extended 70NS Series provides
a significantly increased radial engagement when
compared to ball nosed end mills. This geometry
revision has been optimised for circular plunging, 3D
machining, face milling and pocketing applications on
heat-resistant alloys and stainless steels. Identified
as an outstanding performer when conducting rough
to semi-finish machining of challenging materials, the
70NS perfectly complements the existing ITC milling
portfolio.
Designed for high-feed machining processes, the
6-flute tools have a 3XD neck reach and optimised
corner radius that combine to outperform competitor
products when conducting heavy duty high-feed
machining. This combination significantly improves tool
life and cutting parameters whilst generating a smooth
cutting action that reduces spindle load by minimising
radial forces on the cutting tool.
The exciting programme extension is offered in diameters

that include 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 16mm, 20mm and
25mm with a neck diameter of 5.5mm on the 6mm diameter
tool through to 23.5mm on the 25mm diameter end mill
with a necked length from 17.75mm to 74.25mm across
the range. The necked diameters and lengths have been
enhanced in correspondence to the 63mm to 150mm
overall lengths to maximise rigidity and performance when
conducting high-feed milling in the aerospace, automotive,
medical, mould and die and general subcontract industries.
Further enhancing the rigidity and strength of the 70NS
X-Feed Series is the 20º flute design and the six cutting
edges.
The ingenious geometry of the extended 70NS Series
offers a radial engagement of 55% when compared to
5-10% with ball nosed tools. This drastically reduces tool
wear and subsequent tool changeovers whilst dissipating
heat through the tool and the chips more efficiently.
Furthermore, this large radial engagement increases
material removal rates and enables the end user to
increase cutting speeds and feeds beyond anything
previously possible.
The geometry of the AlTiN-MT coated 70NS range has
a head and shoulder radius that combine to create an
ingenious engagement area that both maximises material
removal rates and reduces tool wear. The dual radius
geometry incorporates a shoulder radius from 0.38mm to
1.56mm and this works in synergy with the head radius
from 0.67mm to 2.9mm depending upon the overall
diameter tool selection.
For more information contact Widatech on
TEL: 011 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za or visit
www.widatech.co.za

Hexagon’s RS6 3D laser scanner can measure
at higher accuracy while maintaining speed

H

exagon Manufacturing Intelligence’s RS6 3D laser
scanner is designed for use with the Absolute Arm 7-axis
portable measuring arm system. The scanner offers highdensity point-cloud data collection at high speeds, according to
the company. The RS6 is said to improve productivity through
the introduction of Shine, a set of algorithms that enable
measurement at high quality and accuracy settings with no
reduction in laser scan line width or scanning frame rate.
The RS6’s scan line measures 150mm wide at mid-range,
representing an increase in surface area covered by each
scan movement compared to the previous-generation Absolute
Arm scanner. The scanner also measures faster than its
predecessor, with a threefold increase in frame rate to 300Hz.
The scanner can be quickly removed from an arm to allow
for easier handling when not in use. Because of its repeatable
mounting system, it can be remounted quickly without being
recalibrated, the company says. The scanner also includes a
laser targeting grid designed to simplify measuring alignment.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
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